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Hello!

Ria Clare
Editor
victoria.clare@practical
publishing.co.uk 

Welcome to issue 163 of Papercraft 
Essentials. We’ve so much to share this 
issue so let’s jump right in! Your gift this 

month is the beautiful Meadow Flowers embossing 
folder, die and 11-piece stamp set. Turn to page 15 
to see Sarah Jane Smallwood-Smith make her Papercraft Essentials debut, 
where she showcases her designs using your gift. Kim Dellow mixes things 
up on page 80 by combining your gift with watercolours and the results 
are stunning!
 In issue 163 we’ve got a whole range of new products from your 
favourite brands. From magical makes by Lavinia Stamps on page 
20, enchanting ideas by Crafter’s Companion on page 37 and sweet 
treat boxes by Tonic Studios on page 76, there really is something for 
everyone. Not only that, our Cut out & keep pages from Graphic 45, 
Marianne Design, Stamping Bella and NitWit Collections are full to 
bursting with inspiration for masculine makes, cards for kids, pretty 
female designs and so much more!
 In case you haven’t noticed, we love to help crafters learn new 
techniques. Flick to page 31 to have a go our Beginner’s guide to in and 
out tri-fold cards, or head to page 64 to master die-cut letterpress designs 
– both with helpful step-by-step guides so you can’t go wrong.
 I’ll leave you to explore the rest of the magazine and get crafting with 
your Meadow Flowers gift. Don’t forget to send in your designs to see 
them in an upcoming issue.
Happy papercrafting!

For subscription enquiries, please call 01858 438899 or 

email practicalpublishing@subscription.co.uk

Check out the bonus video from Christina Griffi ths 
for extra inspiration using your gifts! Search 

www.tinyurl.com/y8349pjb to fi nd this issue’s video

pxx

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Editor’s
favourite

p18

p34

This month we branched out on social media. 
We thought it would be nice to have a place to 
share our sneak peeks and behind-the-scenes 
images and videos with our lovely readers, 
so we joined Instagram! Search Papercraft 
Essentials and follow our page, and, if you 
haven’t already, like us on Facebook too!

What we’ve 
been up to 
this month

Don’t forget to check out the 
Papercraft Magazines website 
for bonus projects, downloads 
and more! 
www.papercraftmagazines.com

Papercraft 
Magazines

Papercraft 
Essentials

@papercraft
essentials

@PapercraftE_
mag

p51

p68

p88
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Cut out & keep!
16 pages of all-occasion inspiration 
to keep you crafting all year round!

in every issue
6 WHAT’S HOT
The latest news from the craft world

8 & 62 YOUR CARDS
Have your cards been featured?

11 & 84 SHOPPING
We’ve picked out some of our favourite 
products for you!

12 YOUR LETTERS
Your crafty stories, projects, gossip, tips, 
tricks and more!

19 & 64 COMPETITIONS
Your chance to win fab, crafty prizes

91 GIVEAWAYS
We’ve got £427 worth of prizes from the top 
papercraft brands to be won!

70 PROBLEM SOLVED
Crafter’s Companion’s Sara Davies answers 
more of your crafty queries

p67

p55
p15

51 Stamping Bella 55 NitWit 
Collections

43 Graphic 45

to keep you crafting all year round!

55 NitWit 

47 Marianne Design

What’s inside this issue of
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Subscribe today

. . .and get a free 
mystery gift!

essential projects
15 USING YOUR GIFT
Pretty all-occasion designs using your 
Meadow Flowers gift

20 PRODUCT FOCUS
Lavinia Stamps showcase their latest 
releases with these stylish makes

31 BEGINNER’S GUIDE
Discover the stunning in & out tri-fold 
cards technique – we show you how!

37 PRODUCT FOCUS
Fairytale-inspired projects using Crafter’s 
Companion’s newest Create-a-Card dies

31 BEGINNER’S GUIDE
In & out cards made easy with expert tips 
from Fiona Wilkes

64 MASTERCLASS
Master the die-cut letterpress technique 
with our help

80 USING YOUR GIFT
Kim Dellow demonstrates how to get more 
from your Meadow Flowers gift

Step-by-step guides

5www.papercraftmagazines.com

p77

p21

p29

p90p53

p32

64 MASTERCLASS
Follow our step-by-step guide to the 
die-cut letterpress technique

76 NEW RELEASES
Nicky Gilburt shares her gift box ideas 
using new Tonic Studios products

92 USING YOUR GIFT
Even more inspiring ideas using your 
embossing folder, die & stamp gift

p24
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Seasonal 
Spellbinders
Kent’s Hope & Chances is well and truly 
in the Christmas spirit with its festive Spellbinders 
collection! Expect stunning Santa silhouettes, fl oral gatefolds and 
fl owing script sentiments to make this year’s Christmas cards 
extra special. We particularly love the Gingerbread set for creating 
adorable dinner party table decorations.
For more from Hope & Chances, head to
www.hopeandchances.co.uk

What’s

Sit back and relax as we bring you all 
the latest from the world of crafts

hot

Papercraft pets
If you’re a fan of four-legged friends, you’re going to love the 
pair of new releases from Pink & Main, Catitude and Diggity 
Dog (sold separately). Each set includes a fab collection of 
hero image stamps of pampered pooches or crazy cats, as 
well as handful of pun-fi lled sentiments for any occasion.
To see more latest releases, visit www.pinkandmain.com

Rainbow bright
If bold bright colours are your bag, then head to Sunny 
Studios to see its four new paper packs crammed with 
rainbow hues. With spots, stripes, gingham, woodgrain 
and a pad with preppy prints and white accents, this colour 
symphony screams summer with its rather fab designs 
perfect for playful masculine and children’s cards alike.
To see more super-cute products, head to 
www.sunnystudiostamps.com

Crafty 
Christmas
Whether you love crafting in a winter wonderland, or like being 
home for Christmas, the new Hunkydory Topper Decks are your 
new go-to crafting partners this festive season. Expect cosy 
traditional and snow-strewn fl orals scenes that co-ordinate perfectly 
with the fi ve-piece Moonstone Twinkling Tag range, the perfect 
fi nishing touch to your Christmas craft.
Head to www.hunkydorycrafts.co.uk to see more awesome products

in the Christmas spirit with its festive Spellbinders 
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We all know papercraft 
is the perfect medium for 
commemorating an occasion, 
but what if you could add a 
little something extra on top of 
your already amazing papercraft 
repertoire? Say It With Paper is the 
newest papercraft book on the block 
and is crammed with inspiration and 
templates to create awesome 3D 
projects, pop-ups and papercutting 
– we can also see the projects 
in this book making fantastic gift 
boxes with a difference.
Say It With Paper by Hattie 
Newman is published by Ilex press and priced £12.99

7www.papercraftmagazines.com

NEWS

The perfect 
plan(ner)
Love organisation? Do you 
like having things laid out in 
logical and orderly fashion? 
CraftStash’s collection of 
journals and organisers are going to be the perfect addition 
to getting your life in order, from cute First Edition journals for 
planning a wedding or maintaining a healthy lifestyle to Heidi 
Swapp’s planners and accessories to custom to your needs. 
We love playing around with the stamps and stickers to notify 
us to targets and big dates on our calendars.
To see the full range, visit www.craftstash.co.uk/planners

Dot & Dab it
Specifi cally designed with 
crafters in mind, the new 
Dot & Dab range from 
Trimcraft is a must for all 
your crafting needs. The 
collection has everything 
from multi-purpose products 
and spray varnish to 
specialist adhesive, as well 
as a wide variety of glue 
including all purpose and a 
heated glue gun range.
For more information, head 
to www.thecraftblog.com

NEW BOOK ALERT!We 
love

The perfect 
10% OFFall planner products using code PE16310*While stocks lastOffer ends 13th September 2018Excludes bundles
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If you missed out 
on issue 161, you 
can buy a back 
issue from 
www.moremags.com

Here’s a selection of stunning cards 
made by our lovely readers!

Your cards
READERS’ GALLERY

Don’t be shy! 
Send your crafty creations to: Readers’ Gallery, Papercraft 
Essentials, Practical Publishing, Suite G2 St Christopher House, 
217 Wellington Road South, Stockport, SK2 6NG. Don’t forget to 
include your name and address. (*Prizes for UK entrants only)

Free gift for each person 
whose card is featured!*

www.papercraftmagazines.com8

1 

4 

1.  Birthday buddies by Ruth Bennet from Sta� ordshire
2. Happy birthday by Linda Byne from Sussex
3. Heartfelt congratulations by Jennifer Burns from Consett
4. Celebration by Pat Boden from Leeds

2 

3 
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Story 
time
The perfect stash to keep you 
crafting past the stroke of midnight

1. Dark Knight Creative Expressions Cosmic Shimmer Phill Martin Shimmer Shaker £2.99 www.countryviewcrafts.co.uk
2. Apple Blossom Dragons & Knights Enchanted Collection stamp set £4.99 www.craftstash.co.uk
3. Lori Whitlock A2 Princess Party Castle mini album SVG fi le £1.50 shop.loriwhitlock.com
4. Craft Medley Princess sequins £1.29† www.scrapbook.com
5. Crafter’s Companion Fairy Wishes A6 stamp set   £4.99 www.crafterscompanion.co.uk
6. Karen Burniston Princess and Mermaid die set £14.99 www.craftsulove.co.uk
7. Joanna Sheen Signature Dies Swimming Mermaid die £6.99 www.joannasheen.com
8. Apple Blossom Castle Scene Enchanted Collection embossing folder £5.99 www.craftstash.co.uk
9. Stroke of Midnight WOW! Sparkles premium glitter £3 www.wowembossingpowder.co.uk

Get money o�  selected items at 
www.craftstash.co.uk – just enter 
PE16330 at the checkout! 
Whilst stocks last
O� er ends 13th September 2018

† Price conversion correct at the time of going to press
All prices correct at the time of going to press

Get 
30% OFF

this item*

Get 
30% OFF

this item*

Crafter’s Companion’s fairytale feature on page 88 has
 inspired us to share our favourite fairytale-inspired 

products so you can create your own craftily ever after

4

1

2

5

6

7 8

9

3
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Bubbles & Fizz
As soon as I saw the gift that came 
with issue 161 I knew I had to get it. 
What a fantastic set to include! The 
embossing folder, stamps and dies 
mean you’ve got everything you 
need to make so many di� erent 
cards. It’s so hard trying to think 
of designs for male cards but the 
Apple Blossom set covers this 
and you can make cards for lots 
of occasions be they birthdays, 
engagements, weddings etc. I’ve 
had a go at trying some new 
techniques and really enjoyed 
using the gift. I hope you like 
them!
Stefania Bianco, 
Cambridgeshire

Ria says: I’m so pleased to hear you liked our 
gift from issue 161. We put so much thought into the gifts 
for our magazines so it’s always great to know crafters get 
a lot out of them. The Bubbles & Fizz set is so versatile, I’m 
glad it provided inspiration for masculine makes too!

As soon as I saw the gift that came 
with issue 161 I knew I had to get it. 
What a fantastic set to include! The 
embossing folder, stamps and dies 

gift from issue 161. We put so much thought into the gifts 

Bubbles & Fizz

Star 
le� er

Get in touch and you could win our prize – £50 
worth of fantastic crafty stash from Hunkydory!

Free gift for each person 
whose card is featured!*

Your 
letters
Here’s just a few of our favourite cards 
and letters from the last month

Craft 
collection
While trying to sort 
out my crafty stash 
and get things in 
order, I couldn’t 
believe how many 
super stamp sets, 
embossing folder 
and dies that have 
come with your 
magazine! Over 
the years I’ve 
built up quite 
the collection. 
Your magazine 
is read from cover to cover and back again, it’s full of 
hints, tips and information. Well worth the money. I didn’t get 
my stash sorted but I did make the enclosed cards to show you 
that stamps from past issues are being used. I hope you like 
them. Keep up the good work and I look forward to adding to 
my stash with more gifts from your wonderful magazine.
Susan Balawajder, South Yorkshire

collection
While trying to sort 
out my crafty stash 

believe how many 

and dies that have 

is read from cover to cover and back again, it’s full of 

PE163.P12.indd   12 24/07/2018   12:49
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LETTERS

Fizz-tastic makes
I’m so happy I picked up issue 161, not only because 
you’d shown my cards on the letters page (it’s always 
a thrill to see them in the magazine!) but the gift was 
amazing. As you can see from the cards I couldn’t stop 
playing with it. These cards were made in a couple of 
hours and the next day I made many more for the men 
in the family. I hope you like them. A big thank you for a 
quick, simple and very stylish gift.
Shirley Paterson, Angus

Missed out on any of 
the recent issues 
mentioned here? 
Don’t forget you can 
buy past issues of 
Papercraft Essentials 
from www.moremags.com 
or www.craftstash.co.uk

www.moremags.com 
www.craftstash.co.uk

Something 
to celebrate
I often send you cards that I’ve 
made with your gifts but don’t 
see them printed in the magazine. 
I’ve got to say I love the magazine 
and the gifts! Here are some more 
cards I made with the Bubbles & 
Fizz gift, maybe this time I’ll have 
something to celebrate!
Nichola Campleman, 
Scarborough

New 
subscriber
I recently bought some 
lovely wine napkins 
but I really didn’t know 
what to do with them 
until I got issue 161 with 
the amazing Bubbles 
& Fizz gift. I used a 
combination of the 
embossing folder and 
various dies to create my cards and I also stamped 
by own background paper. The stamps are so crisp they even 
worked well on cork. I’m so in love with this magazine that I’ve 
taken out a subscription. Keep up the great work.
Trina Balharrie, Berkshire

Get in touch! 
Papercraft Essentials Letters, Practical Publishing, 

Suite G2 St Christopher House, 217 Wellington
Road South, Stockport SK2 6NG 

papercraftessentials@practicalpublishing.co.uk 

PapercraftEssentials

PapercraftE_mag

PapercraftMagazines

(*Prizes for UK entrants only)
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Exclusive brands Top brands

Get inspired

WATCH 
TECHNIQUE & 
INSPIRATION 

VIDEOS!
www.youtube.com/

craftstashcouktv

Facebook Live
showing you the latest 

Christmas products & makes

or call 0161 327 0035
YOUR FIRST

ORDER!*

20% 
OFF

PLUS

UK’s No.1 papercraft store

BEST-PRICE GUARANTEE ON ALL PRODUCTS!
PLUS FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER £15

*When you sign up to our mailing list. This o� er cannot be used in conjunction with other promotions or discount codes. We reserve the right to
amend or withdraw this o� er without further notice. Prices correct at time of going to print. Products shown available at CraftStash while stocks last.

CraftStash, Suite G2 St Christopher House. 217 Wellington Road South, Stockport SK2 6NG. customer.service@craftstash.co.uk Mon-Fri 9am-4pm

CHRISTMAS
ATCRAF TS TASH
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Sarah Jane Smallwood-Smith creates a 
range of stunning scenes with this issue’s 
embossing folder, die and stamp set

Sarah Jane 
Smallwood-Smith

15www.papercraftmagazines.com

Meadow  
        Flowers

To see more fabulous designs, visit 
www.tinyurl.com/y8349pjb

Sarah Jane Smallwood-Smith 
was one of the winners of our 

Papercraft Magazines Designer 
of the Year 2017 competition and 

we’re delighted to showcase  
her first creation as a  

Design Team member!

PE163.P15.indd   15 24/07/2018   12:09



You’ll need
�white cardstock
�Meadow Flowers gift
�nesting circle dies
�Onyx Black  

VersaFine inkpad
�green & blue  

pigment inkpads
�Jet Black StāzOn inkpad
�Star Dust Ranger Stickles 

glitter glue
�Collall All-Purpose glue gel
�Cosmic Shimmer  

Acrylic glue
�Blue Lagoon Tonic Studios 

Nuvo Glitter Drops
�ink-blending tool
�low-tack tape  

& high-tack tape
�blue vellum
�scoreboard
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cut an 11x7” piece of white 
cardstock and score at 1”, 2”, 

9” and 10” then fold as shown.

2 Cut two 6½” squares of 
white cardstock. Take one 

and line up centrally onto the 
first piece of cardstock using 
low-tack tape to secure. 
Die-cut the largest circle 
die from the centre.

Birthday 
wishes
You’ll need
�white cardstock
�Meadow Flowers gift
�Onyx Black  

VersaFine inkpad
�green & blue  

pigment inkpad
�Star Dust Ranger 

Stickles glitter glue
�Blue Lagoon  

Tonic Studios Nuvo 
Glitter Drops
�ink-blending tool
�Collall All-Purpose  

glue gel
�scoreboard
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cut an 11½x4¾” piece of  
white cardstock, place in 

a landscape position on the 
scoreboard at the 12” mark and 
score at 2½”, 4½”, 7” and 9”. 
Concertina-fold as shown.

2 Cut a 4½x2”, a 4½x2¼” and 
a 4½x2½” piece of white 

cardstock. Apply blue ink to 
the edges then use glue gel to 
attach to the corresponding 
panels as shown.

3 Emboss two pieces of white 
cardstock. Trim one to 

4½x2½” for the largest panel 

and use Onyx Black ink to stamp 
the sentiment. 

4 Take the other embossed 
image and trim one side to 

4½x2¼” and the other side to 
4½x2”. Blend green ink onto all 
the edges and use 3D foam pads 

to attach to the corresponding 
panels, o�setting towards the 
top-right corner of each panel  
as shown.

5 Embellish by applying glitter 
glue onto the flower heads  

to finish.

Keep a paper towel nearby so if the 
glitter glue goes in the wrong place 
you can quickly wipe it away

Tip
Top

16 www.papercraftmagazines.com

3 Blend blue and green ink 
onto both small panels. Use 

VersaFine ink to stamp the 
sentiment onto the die-cut panel, 
then use Collall All-Purpose glue 
gel to attach the die-cut panel to 
the card front and the remaining 
piece inside as shown.

4 Cut two ¾x6¾” pieces of 
white cardstock and apply 

ink as above. Attach to the side 
panels of the card blank as 
shown. Use high-tack tape to 
assemble the card blank using 
the side panels as shown.

5 Use Jet Black ink to stamp the 
butterfly and dragonfly three 

times onto blue vellum. Fussy-
cut in sections: firstly the whole 
image, secondly the two pairs of 
wings and finally the top pair of 
wings. Adhere and layer inside 
the card blank as shown.

6 Die-cut the bee three times 
from blue vellum. Keep one 

whole, on the second trim off the 
head and on the third trim off the 
head and body parts. Attach to 
the card front using silicone glue 
as shown.

7 Apply glitter glue to the wings 
of all the insects then add 

Blue Lagoon Glitter Drops as 
shown to finish.

Thanks

PE163.P15.indd   16 24/07/2018   12:09



You’ll need
�white 6”-square card blank
�white & green cardstock
�Meadow Flowers gift
�Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad
�green & blue pigment ink
�Mer du Sud Aladine 

IZINK dye inkpad
�clear embossing powder
�Star Dust Ranger Stickles 

glitter glue
�ink-blending tool
�brayer
�heat tool
�Collall All-Purpose glue gel
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cut a 5½” square of green 
cardstock and use Collall All-

Purpose glue gel to adhere inside 
the card blank. Cut a 5¼” square 
of white cardstock and use blue 
ink to stamp the largest fl ower 
around the edges, using fi rst and 
second-generation stamping. 
Adhere inside the card blank.

2 Score and fold the top-right 
corner of the card front 

horizontally, leaving 1½” each 
side of the fold. Use blue ink 
to fi rst and second generation 
stamp the large fl ower around 

the edge of the card front. 
Cut a 4” square of green 
cardstock and attach to 
the folded corner using 
3D foam pads.

3 Cut a 3¾” square of 
white cardstock. First and 

second generation-stamp 
the large fl ower around the 
edge using the green ink then 
attach to the green cardstock 
using glue gel.

4 Use a brayer to apply Mer 
du Sud ink inside the blue 

side of the embossing folder 
and emboss. Immediately 
heat-emboss using clear 
powder. Trim the panel to 3¼” 
square and cut around the 
fl owers as shown. Attach to the 
card front using 3D foam pads.

5 Cut a 2¾x1” piece of white 
cardstock, trim into a banner 

shape and apply blue ink around 
the edges. Layer onto a slightly 
larger banner of green cardstock 
and mount onto the card front 
using 3D foam pads.

6 Die-cut the bee from white 
cardstock. Blend blue ink to 

the edges of the wings and green 
inside as shown then attach to 
the card front. Decorate using 
glitter glue to fi nish.

USING YOUR GIFT

You’ll need
�white, blue & green cardstock
�Meadow Flowers gift
�Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad
�Unicorn Hero Arts Hues 

Pigment inkpad
�white embossing powder
�Leaf Green & Arctic Blue 

Winsor & Newton ProMarkers 
�Blue Lagoon Tonic Studios 

Nuvo Glitter Drops
�silicone glue
�white vellum
�Collall All-Purpose glue gel

Step by step

1 Cut a 3¾” square of blue 
cardstock and a 3½” square of 

green cardstock. Use Collall glue 
gel to layer together and attach 
to the card front.

2 Cut a 3¼” square of white 
cardstock and use Onyx Black 

ink to stamp the sentiment in the 
top-right corner. 

3 Use Unicorn ink to stamp 
the butterfly nine times onto 

white vellum then heat-emboss 
in white. Fussy-cut each pair 
of wings, keeping the top and 
bottom pairs separate. 

Take your time when 
layering the fl owers, 
it’s worth it!

Tip
Top

17www.papercraftmagazines.com

Turn to page 80 to see 
more inspiration using 

your Meadow Flowers gift

With love 4 Colour the reverse of every 
pair using ProMarkers. Blend 

Arctic Blue on the outer wings 
and Leaf Green in the centre. 

5 Use silicone glue to layer 
three sets of three top pairs 

of wings and two sets of three 
bottom pairs of wings creating 
delicate flowers as shown. Attach 
to the card front.

6 Apply Blue Lagoon Glitter 
Drops to the centre of each 

flower to finish.

Thinking of you

Take care not 
to over-ink the 
embossing folder

Tip
Top

PE163.P15.indd   17 24/07/2018   12:09



Emboss the white panel 
then trim the centre 
section as shown. Apple 
blue ink to the edge then 
blend green ink towards  
the centre.

3 Cut a 4½” square of 
white cardstock and 

tear a piece of white scrap 
cardstock in half. Hold the 
scrap panel across the centre 
of the white cardstock in 
a sloping direction. Lightly 
blend blue ink above the torn 
paper to the top of the white 
panel. Turn the scrap panel 
over and position in line with 
the blue inked area then blend 
green ink as shown. Move the 
scrap panel down and repeat 
twice as shown. Remove the 
scrap panel.

4 Use Onyx Black ink to stamp 
the flowers and bee. Replace 

the scrap panel and secure using 
low-tack tape so the flowers sit 
on the hills as shown. Adhere 
the inked panel to the embossed 
cardstock using 3D foam pads 
then to the blue cardstock using 
glue gel. Attach the panel in the 

You’ll need
�white 7½”-square card blank 
�white & blue cardstock
�Meadow Flowers gift
�Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad
�green & blue pigment inkpad
�Star Dust Ranger Stickles 

glitter glue
�Blue Lagoon Tonic Studios 

Nuvo Glitter Drops
�ink-blending tool
�green ribbon
�hole-punch
�high-tack tape  

& low-tack tape
�Collall All-Purpose glue gel
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cut a 7” square of white 
cardstock and use high-tack 

tape to attach green ribbon 
across the bottom-right corner as 
shown. Use glue gel to attach the 
panel to a slightly larger piece of 
blue cardstock then attach to the 
card blank using 3D foam pads.

2 Cut a 5¼” square of blue 
cardstock and a slightly 

smaller piece of white cardstock. 

USING YOUR GIFT

and use Onyx Black ink to  
stamp the sentiment. Use 
low-tack tape to mask the top 
section of the bee stamp, ink, 
then remove the tape and stamp 
as shown. Attach the panel 
inside the card blank.

4 Die-cut the bee from white 
cardstock. Ink a piece of 

white cardstock as in Step 2 
then adhere the bee using 
Cosmic Shimmer glue. Trim 
around the bee and attach  
next to the sentiment.

5 Cut two 2¼x5¾” pieces of 
white cardstock and ink using 

the method in Step 2. Attach to 
the gatefold sections of the card 
blank using 3D foam pads.

6 Cut two 2x5½” pieces of 
white cardstock and die-cut 

three bees from each panel as 
shown. Adhere to the gatefolds 
using Collall glue gel.

7 Attach the die-cut bees  
off-centre as shown and then 

apply glitter glue to the wings 
to finish.

Bee happy 
You’ll need
�white cardstock
�Meadow Flowers gift
�Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad
�Peeled Paint & Salty Ocean 

Ranger Tim Holtz Distress 
Oxide Ink
�Star Dust Ranger Stickles 

glitter glue
�ink-blending tool
�Collall All-Purpose glue gel
�Cosmic Shimmer Acrylic glue
�scoreboard
�low-tack tape
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cut a 10x5” piece of white 
cardstock, score at 2½” and 

7½” on the long side and fold to 
create the card blank.

2 Cut a 4¾x5½” piece of 
white cardstock. Blend Salty 

Ocean ink in two corners and 
the centre of the panel then 
repeat on the remaining 
sections with Peeled  
Paint ink. Attach inside the 
card blank using Collall 
glue gel.

3 Cut a 4½x5¼” piece 
of white cardstock 

18 www.papercraftmagazines.com

top-left corner of the card front 
using 3D foam pads

5 Cut a 1¾” piece of white 
cardstock and use Onyx Black 

ink to stamp the sentiment as 
shown. Use blue ink to stamp 
the large flowers around the 
sentiment. Punch a hole in the 
top of the sentiment panel and 
tie a bow with long tails using 
green ribbon. Attach to the card 
front using 3D foam pads and 

Birthday bee

secure the bow using glue. Twist 
the tails of the bow and secure 
using high-tack tape.

6 Die-cut the bee from white 
cardstock. Blend blue ink to 

the outside and green towards 
the centre of the bee then attach 
to the sentiment. 

7 Decorate the bee using glitter 
glue then apply Blue Lagoon 

Crystal Drops in swirl patterns  
as shown to finish.

When masking areas 
of stamps, remember 
to remove the low-

tack tape before stamping

Tip
Top
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COMPETITIONCOMPETITION
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WIN tickets to The 
Creative Craft 
Show in BirminghamShow in Birmingham

We have a 
fantastic prize 

worth over

to give away!

£475

 

Taking place 1st – 4th November 
at Birmingham’s NEC are three 
shows: Art Materials Live, Simply 
Christmas and The Creative Craft 
Show, and we’ve got 17 pairs of 
tickets for you to win!

With papercraft demos 
(in addition to jewellery 
making, knitting, stitching 
and dressmaking features), 
workshops, talks and the latest 
products as well as stash staples, 

this trio of shows is a must for all 
your crafting needs this autumn 
and winter.

If you’re attending the show 
between 2nd – 4th November 
you can also gain entry to 
Cake International, which means 
entry into four shows for the 
price of one!

For more information, visit 
www.ichfevents.co.uk

How to enter
For your chance to wintickets, enter online at 

www.ppjump.co.uk/PE163 by 13th September 2018 

We promise we’ll always keep your data safe and will never share it with or sell it to other companies for marketing purposes. 
Our full privacy policy is available at ww.practicalpublishing.co.uk/privacy Online entries must be received by 13th September 2018. 

The competition is operated by Practical Publishing International Ltd.

For full terms and conditions, see www.practicalpublishing.co.uk/competitions
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Fairy hive
You’ll need
�white DL card blank
�white Lavinia Stamps 

Multifarious Card
�Lavinia Stamps Fairy Hive, 

Fairy Foragers, Snow Shrub, 
Fern Heads & See a Fairy 
Script stamps
�Nocturne & Shady Lane 

VersaFine Clair inkpads
�Hickory Smoke, Victorian 

Velvet, Forest Moss, Antique 
Linen, Frayed Burlap & Wild 
Honey Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Ink
�ink-blending tool
�paintbrush
�low-tack tape
�white & clear Sakura Gelly 

Roll Stardust pens
�Post-it notes

Step by step

1 Add Hickory Smoke, 
Antique Linen and Frayed 

Burlap ink onto the craft 
mat and spritz with water. 
Drop a piece of Multifarious 
Card slightly smaller than 
the card front into the ink 
and dry. Repeat until you 
are happy with the results.

2 Use Forest Moss ink to 
stamp the Snow Shrub 

image at the top of the 
panel. Use the same ink 
to add Fern Heads to the 
bottom as shown.

3 Use Nocturne ink to 
stamp the Fairy Hive. 

Paint the roof using Forest Moss 
ink and the hive using Victorian 
Velvet ink, then paint the window 
using Wild Honey ink.

4 Use Shady Lane ink to add 
more fern heads. Stamp each 

of the Fairy Foragers around and 

Amanda Branston creates a range of 
enchanting designs using new releases 
from Lavinia Stamps

Make 
      a wish

Amanda 
Branston

on the hive using Nocturne ink 
then paint the fairy wings again 
using Victorian Velvet ink. Paint a 
little Wild Honey ink around the 
small lantern.

5 Blend Victorian Velvet ink 
around the edge of the panel. 

Add clear Stardust pen to each 
wing and the vine holding 
up the hive then layer the 
completed panel onto 
white cardstock.

6 Mask the reverse of the card 
blank using low-tack tape 

and a Post-it note, leaving an 
edge 2cm wide before the centre 
fold line. Use Victorian Velvet 
ink to stamp See a Fairy Script, 
altering the stamp the cover the 
card blank. Leave to dry then 
attach the panel to fi nish.

Add Ranger Glossy Accents to the heart 
on the hive, window and lamp in the fairy’s 
hand to give the design extra dimension

Tip
Top

Bonus card 
Find this card on our blog at 

www.papercraftmagazines.com
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PRODUCT FOCUS

You’ll need
�white 18cm-square card blank
�white Lavinia Stamps 

Multifarious Card
�orange cardstock
�Lavinia Stamps Shanty, Fairy 

Foragers & Fairy Path stamps
�Nocturne VersaFine 

Clair inkpad
�Aged Mahogany, Frayed 

Burlap, Hickory Smoke, 
Abandoned Coral, Forest 
Moss, Antique Linen, Victorian 
Velvet & Wild Honey Ranger 
Tim Holtz Distress Ink
�ink-blending tool
�white & clear Sakura Gelly 

Roll Stardust pens
�Ranger Glossy Accents
�Post-it notes
�paintbrush

Step by step

1 Use Nocturne ink to stamp 
Shanty, Fairy Path and one 

small fairy onto a 13cm square 
of Multifarious Card.

2 Add a little of each Distress 
Ink colour onto the craft 

mat. Paint the stones on the 
shanty using each of the ink 
colours then paint the top of the 
shanty using Abandoned Coral 

A gift for you
You’ll need
�white 18cm-square card blank
�white Lavinia Stamps 

Multifarious Card
�silver mirror card
�Lavinia Stamps Guinevere, 

Seaweed 2, Shoal of Fish, 
Sea Creatures & Snow 
Shrub stamps
�Abandoned Coral, Antique 

Linen, Hickory Smoke & 
Broken China Ranger Tim 
Holtz Distress Oxide Ink
�Nocturne, Morning Mist 

& Shady Lane VersaFine 
Clair inkpads
�clear Sakura Gelly Roll 

Stardust pen
�ink-blending tool
�Post-it notes
�White Opal Ranger 

Liquid Pearls
�waterbrush
�fan brush

Step by step

1 Use Nocturne ink to stamp 
Guinevere and the seahorse 

onto a white 14cm square of 
Multifarious Card. Use Shady 
Lane ink to add the Seaweed 2 

PRODUCT FOCUS

Splashing a single colour creates 
a no-fuss background that is 
quick and easy to achieve

Tip
Top

image and the snow shrub at the 
bottom of the panel.

2 Add Broken China ink to 
the craft mat and spritz 

with water. Splash the ink 
over the panel using a fan brush. 
Keep adding more until you are 
happy with the coverage then 
leave to dry.

3 Blend Antique Linen ink 
around the edge of the 

image. Create a circle mask 
from a Post-it note and add over 
Guinevere’s hand then apply 
Antique Linen ink. Remove the 
mask and use your fi ngers to add 
drops of water around the edge 
of the panel. Leave to dry.

4 Use a waterbrush to paint the 
stone stack using Abandoned 

Coral ink as shown. Stamp the 
fi rst shoal of fi sh using Hickory 
Smoke ink and the second using 
Morning Mist ink.

5 Add highlights to Guinevere’s 
hair and scales, around the 

fi sh and over the seahorse. Add 
the pearl into Guinevere’s hand 
then layer the panel onto silver 
mirror card and attach to the 
card front to fi nish.

ink and the roof using 
Forest Moss ink.

3 Create a circular mask 
from a Post-it note and 

cover the fairy. Cover the 
panel with a mountain mask 
and sponge Forest Moss ink 
across the mask, missing out 
the shanty. Repeat below 
the first set of mountains.

4 Add Forest Moss ink to 
the craft mat and spritz 

with water. Use a paintbrush 
to watercolour the garden in 
front of the shanty and the 
fairy path. Add Hickory Smoke 
ink onto the mat, spritz and 
add a shadow around the 
house and stones as shown.

5 Sponge Wild Honey ink 
around the circular mask 

then remove. Dip your finger 
into a little water and dot 
around the glow surrounding 
the fairy. Leave to dry.

6 Layer the panel onto white 
and orange cardstock 

and attach to the card front. 
Highlight the mountain tops, 
window and heart using the 
clear Stardust pen. Apply Ranger 
Glossy Accents to the window 
and the heart to finish.

Paint the house and add in the 
mountains using shades of blues for 
a beautiful snowy Christmas card

Tip
Top

Home
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You’ll need
�white DL card blank
�white Lavinia Stamps 

Multifarious Card
�orange cardstock
�Lavinia Stamps Autumn Fall Large, 

Sacred Spells, Fairy Steps, Field 
Grass & Stars 1 Miniature stamps
�Nocturne, Morning Mist, 

Summertime & Shady Lane 
VersaFine Clair inkpads
�Hickory Smoke Ranger Tim Holtz 

Distress Oxide Ink
�Green Apple & Tangerine ColorBox 

Dye Ink
�ink-blending tool
�white & clear Sakura Gelly Roll 

Stardust pens
�White Opal Ranger Liquid Pearls
�heat tool
�Post-it notes
�glitter
�fan brush

1 Add Green Apple and Tangerine ink directly 
onto the craft mat and spritz with water. 

Spritz a piece of Multifarious Card slightly 
smaller than the card front and dip it into the 
ink. Splash the ink with a fan brush then dry 
using a heat tool.

2 Create a circular mask from a Post-it 
note, place onto the panel and sponge 

around the edge using Summertime ink. Use 
a mountain mask and Summertime ink to 
add mountains into the scene, starting at the 
bottom and moving the mask upwards.

3 Turn the panel around and apply Hickory 
Smoke ink over the cloud mask, moving 

the mask down to create clouds as shown. 

Step by step

4 Use Nocturne ink to stamp the Autumn 
Fall image towards the top of the panel. 

Use the same ink to stamp the Fairy Steps 
across the bottom as shown.

5 Use Shady Lane ink to stamp the Field 
Grass alongside the fairy steps. Blend 

Hickory Smoke ink around the edges. Use 
Morning Mist ink to stamp the Sacred Spells 
and Stars 1 Miniature images. 

6 Layer the panel onto white and orange 
cardstock then attach to the card front. 

Apply small amounts of Liquid Pearls into the 
centre of each star and sprinkle with glitter. 
Use Stardust pens to highlight the fairy wings 
and moon to fi nish.

Autumn fall

Where to buy
Visit www.laviniastamps.co.uk 

to see more from Lavinia Stamps
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You’re awesome
You’ll need
�white & brown cardstock
�watercolour card
�American Crafts Dear Lizzy 

Stay Colourful paper pad
�Jane’s Doodles  

Cactus stamps 
�Jet Black Ranger  

Archival Ink
�Tumbled Glass Ranger Tim 

Holtz Distress Ink
�ZIG Watercolour Pens
�clear ZIG Wink of Stella 

Brush Marker Pen
�Ranger Glossy Accents
�Post-it Notes 
�Lawn Fawn Lawn Cuts 

Stitched Woodgrain 
Backdrop & Stitched 
Rectangle Stackables dies
�manual die-cutting 

machine
�3D foam tape
�heat tool
�ink-blending tool

Step by step

1 Cut white cardstock to 
17x26cm, then score and 

fold in half to make the card 
blank. Cut patterned paper  
to 13x17cm and adhere to 
the card front.

2 Die-cut the Woodgrain 
Backdrop from brown 

cardstock, then die-cut a 
rectangle from the centre 
to make a frame.

3 Die-cut a piece of 
watercolour cardstock 

just slightly smaller than 
the outside of the frame, then 
place behind and lightly trace 
the window with a pencil.

4 Stamp the cactus that you 
want in the forefront onto 

the watercolour cardstock, then 

Get stuck into these fun cactus-themed 
cards by Tara Capewell

Feeling  
       prickly

Tara Capewell

Where to buy
Sweet Stamp Shop products 

are available from  
www.sweetstampshop.com 

stamp again onto a Post-it Note 
to make a mask.

5 Cover the image with the 
mask and stamp the other 

images. Repeat, making more 
masks until you have built up 
your picture.

6 Cover all the images with 
masks, then sponge ink 

around to create the halo e�ect. 
Remove the masks and colour 
in the images using watercolour 
markers. Stamp the sentiment 
in the top-right corner.

7 Adhere the frame over the 
top of the image panel using 

3D foam tape, then fix the 
panel to the card front.

8 Add Glossy Accents to the 
flowers and Wink of Stella 

pen onto some of the cacti.
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Happy wish
You’ll need
�white & dark teal cardstock
�X-Press It Blending Card
�American Crafts Dear Lizzy 

Stay Colourful paper pad
�Sweet Stamp Shop Nod to 

Mod stamps
�Mama Elephant Sweetest 

Greetings stamps
�VersaMark inkpad
�Copic marker
�embossing powder
�Doodlebug Design Hearts 

Enamel Accents
�Ranger Glossy Accents
�My Favorite Things  

Die-namics Stitched Fishtail 
Sentiment Strips dies
�manual die-cutting machine
�heat tool
�3D foam tape

Step by step

1 Cut white cardstock to 
11x22cm, then score and fold in 

Be a cactus
You’ll need
�white cardstock
�Sweet Stamp Shop 

Cactus stamps
�Tuxedo Black  

Memento inkpad
�Copic markers
�clear ZIG Wink  

of Stella Brush marker
�Lawn Fawn Lawn Cuts 

Peekaboo Backdrop dies 
�manual die-cutting 

machine
�3D foam tape

Step by step

1 Cut white cardstock to 
15x20cm, then score and 

fold in half to make the  
card blank.

2 Die-cut the Peekaboo 
die from white cardstock 

and place over the card front. 
Lightly trace the inside of the 
windows with a pencil, then 
remove the die-cut. 

3 Stamp the images and 
greeting in place inside the 

windows using Memento ink, 
then colour with Copics.

4 Erase the pencil marks, then 
adhere the die-cut frame in 

place using 3D foam tape.

5 Add some sparkle to the 
images using the Wink of 

Stella marker.

half to make the card blank. Cut 
patterned paper to 11cm square 
and adhere to the card front.

2 Trim Blending Card to 10cm 
square, then randomly 

stamp and heat-emboss the 
images across the surface 
using VersaMark ink and black 
embossing powder. 

3 Colour one of the images 
using Copic markers as 

shown, then adhere to the  
card front.

4 Stamp and heat-emboss 
the greeting onto dark teal 

cardstock using VersaMark ink 
and white embossing powder, 
then die-cut into a banner  
shape. Adhere to the bottom 
right of the card front using 3D 
foam tape. 

5 Cover the coloured image 
with Glossy Accents and  

add an enamel heart as shown 
to finish.

If you don’t have the 
Peekaboo die you 
can use individual 

dies to create a similar e�ect

Tip
Top

28 www.papercraftmagazines.com
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USING YOUR FREE GIFT

Hello friend
You’ll need
�white cardstock
�watercolour card
�American Crafts Dear 

Lizzy Stay Colourful 
paper pad
�Paper Smooches 

Comforting 
Hugs stamps
�Mama Elephant Words 

Defi ned stamps
�Jet Black Ranger 

Archival Ink
�Blueprint Sketch, 

Cracked Pistachio & 
Scattered Straw Ranger 
Tim Holtz Distress Ink
�Pearl Ranger Perfect 

Pearls Mist
�3D foam tape
�ZIG Watercolour Pens
�Doodlebug Design 

Hearts Enamel Accents
�heat tool

Step by step

1 Cut white cardstock to 
11x26cm, then score and 

fold in half to make the 
card blank. Cut patterned 
paper to 11x13cm and 
adhere to the card front.

You’ll need
�white cardstock
�X-Press It Blending Card
�American Crafts Dear Lizzy 

Stay Colourful paper pad
�Sweet Stamp Shop Nod to 

Mod stamps
�Lawn Fawn Happy Happy 

Happy stamps
�Tuxedo Black 

Memento inkpad
�Copic markers
�Doodlebug Design Hearts 

Enamel Accents
�Sweet Stamp Shop Nod to 

Mod dies
�Lawn Fawn Lawn Cuts Quinn’s 

Capital ABCs dies
�3D foam tape
�manual die-cutting machine
�corner-rounder punch

Step by step

1 Cut white cardstock 
to 15x20cm, then score 

and fold in half to make a 
top-fold card blank. Round 
the bottom corners using the 
corner-rounder punch.

2 Stamp the image onto 
Blending Card using 

Memento ink and colour with 

Copics. Die-cut using the 
corresponding die. 

3 Die-cut the letters from 
patterned paper, position 

the pieces on the card front for 
placement but don’t secure. 

4 Stamp the greeting below the 
letters using Memento ink, then 

secure the letters and image in 
place using 3D foam tape.

5 Embellish the card front with an 
enamel heart as shown to finish.

If you don’t have 
an enamel heart in 
your stash, stamp or 

draw one, then colour and 
add Glossy Accents 

Tip
Top

Happy birthday

2 Trim watercolour card to 
10x13cm, smoosh Distress Ink 

onto a craft mat and spritz with 
Perfect Pearls mist. Apply to the 
cardstock using a paintbrush and 
dry with a heat tool.

3 Stamp the image and 
sentiment onto the 

background panel using 
black ink, then stamp the image 
onto watercolour card and colour 
with ZIG pens. Fussy-cut and 
adhere to the image on 
the background panel using 
3D foam tape.

4 Fix the panel to the left side 
of the card front, then add 

enamel hearts as shown to finish.

PRODUCT FOCUS
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BEGINNER’S GUIDE

In and out cards are something 
a little bit special and a great 
addition to your cardmaking 

repertoire. They will certainly 
surprise your family and friends 
and will show o�  your newly 
acquired skills. They are not 
commonly available to buy on 
the high street so they can make 
a very special gift.

The technique works best 
with stamps that have a solid 

In & out 
           cards

shape so they are easy to trim 
with scissors. Start by looking 
through your stash of stamps 
and dies and study the outlines 
to see what works best. If a 
stamp is di�  cult to cut out, or 
if you have dexterity issues, you 
can stamp the image through 
the aperture onto the card 
below for a similar e� ect.

Clean and simple designs using 
good quality cardstock give the 

best results. You want to centre 
the recipient’s attention on the 
image popping out through 
the aperture, so a plain design 
will draw their attention to this 
focal point.

You can personalise your design 
using this technique. Think about 
which way you would like the 
card blank to unfold and reveal 
the inner message. Gatefold or 
tent-fold, these tri-fold cards will 

Fiona Wilkes demonstrates the ins and outs of in 
and out cards with these stunning tri-fold designsFiona Wilkes

give you lots of space to write or 
stamp your greetings. Two-part 
sentiment stamps are best, but 
you can handwrite a personalised 
message if you prefer. 

Although these cards may look 
complicated, the look can be 
achieved with a variety of stamps 
and dies. No matter which stamp 
sets you use, this technique is sure 
to produce great results and will 
delight the recipient.

Where to buy
Clearly Besotted die and 

stamp sets are available from 
www.clearlybesotted.com 

Where to buy
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Birthday flowers 
You’ll need

 2 white A6 gatefold card 
blanks  white cardstock  

DCWV Dots, Stripes & Plaids 
Stack 12x12” scrapbooking 
paper  Clearly Besotted 
Beautiful Friend die & stamp 
set  Clearly Besotted 
Scrumptious Script stamp 
set  Tuxedo Black 
Memento inkpad  Winsor 
& Newton ProMarkers  

Cosmic Shimmer PVA glue 
 Diamond & Star Dust 

Ranger Stickles glitter  
glue  sequins  3D  
foam pads  manual  
die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Adhere the two card blanks 
together to create a tri-fold 

card blank.

2 Use Tuxedo Black ink 
to stamp the flower 

image onto a piece of white 
cardstock. Colour the image 
using ProMarkers then die-cut 
using the co-ordinating dies. 
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3 Use sharp scissors to fussy-
cut the black flower image 

to remove the white border. 
Position the die in place on the 
card blank and cut. 

4 Mount the flower image 
onto 3D foam pads then 

spread a little glue onto the 
reverse of each 3D foam pad. 

Fold the card blank and 
adhere the image  
into position through the  
die-cut aperture.

5 Stamp the sentiment on 
the card front and another 

inside the card blank. Attach 
the sequins to the card front 
as shown.

Use sharp scissors when fussy-cutting 
and remember to move the image rather 
than the scissors to get the best cut

Tip
Top
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front. Place the die over the edge 
of the cut card front and cut.

5 Use Tuxedo Black ink to 
stamp the sentiment onto  

the card front and inside the  
card blank.

6 Attach 3D foam pads to the 
reverse of the flower sprig. 

Cover each 3D foam pad with a 
dot a glue then close the card 
blank and adhere the flowers 
through the aperture onto the 
cardstock underneath as shown.

7 Attach three sequins to the 
card front and wrap a length 

of ribbon around the card. Tie 
into a bow to finish.
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Happy birthday 
You’ll need

 2 white 4”-square card blanks 
 white cardstock  DCWV 

Dots, Stripes & Plaids Stack 
12x12” scrapbooking paper  

Clearly Besotted Fresh Flowers 
die & stamp set  Tuxedo Black 
Memento inkpad  Spectrum 
Noir ColourBlend pencils  

white ribbon  sequins  

Cosmic Shimmer PVA glue  
 Diamond & Star Dust  

Ranger Stickles glitter glue  
 3D foam pads  manual  

die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Adhere the two card blanks 
together to create a tri-fold 

card blank. 

2 Stamp the flower onto white 
cardstock, colour using 

ColourBlend pencils and die-cut. 
Fussy-cut the image removing 
the white border from the black 
outer edge of the image.

3 Cut a piece of striped paper 
and cover the inside layer of 

the folded card blank as shown.

4 Cut a wide strip from the 
right-hand side of the card 

6 Cut a piece of striped 
patterned paper and attach 

across the bottom of the card 
blank. Decorate the centre of 
each flower using glitter glue  
to finish.
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Step by step

1 Follow the step-by-step guide 
below to create the in and out 

tri-fold design.

2 Use Tuxedo Black ink to 
stamp the sentiment onto  

the card front and inside the  
card blank.

You’ll need
 2 white A6 gatefold card 

blank  white cardstock  

DCWV Dots, Stripes & Plaids 
Stack 12x12” scrapbooking 
paper  Clearly Besotted 
Fresh Flowers die & stamp 
set  Clearly Besotted 
Scrumptious Birthday 
Sentiments stamp set  

Tuxedo Black Memento 
inkpad  Spectrum Noir 
ColourBlend pencils  

Cosmic Shimmer PVA glue  

Diamond & Star Dust Ranger 
Stickles glitter glue  sequins 

 3D foam pads  manual 
die-cutting machine

3 Cut two narrow strips of 
striped paper and attach 

down each side of the card 
front. Attach five sequins to 
the card front and dot glitter 
glue in the centre of each 
flower to finish.

Special day

1 To create a tri-fold card blank 
start by taking two identical 

card blanks.

2 Adhere the right-hand side  
of the first card blank over  

the left-hand side of the second 
card blank.

3 Open the card blank and use 
a die to cut an aperture into 

the card front.

4 Use Tuxedo Black ink to 
stamp the image onto 

white cardstock. Colour using 
Spectrum Noir pencils and cut 
out using the co-ordinating die.

5 Use sharp scissors to trim  
the white border around the 

outer edge of the die-cut image.  
Cut along the outer edge of the 
black line.

6 Attach the image using 3D 
foam pads and apply a dot of 

glue on each. Fold the card blank 
and hold closed firmly while 
securing the image through the 
aperture as shown.

How to.. . create 
an in and out  
tri-fold card

BEGINNER'S GUIDE
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You’ll need
 2 white 6”-square card 

blanks  white cardstock  

Clearly Besotted Sketched 
Blooms die & stamp  

Clearly Besotted Scrumptious 
Birthday sentiments stamp 
set  Wplus9 Happy Wishes 
stamp set  Wet Cement Hero 
Arts inkpad  Tuxedo Black 
Memento inkpad  taupe 
inkpad  Winsor & Newton 
ProMarkers  Cosmic Shimmer 
PVA glue  3D foam pads  

manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Adhere the two card blanks 
together to create a tri-fold 

card blank.

2 Stamp eight leaf 
clusters onto white 

cardstock, colour using 
alcohol markers and fussy-cut. 
Stamp two of the small and 
large blooms, colour using 
alcohol markers and die-cut. 
Fussy-cut the outer edge of 
the black line to remove the 
white border.

You’ll need
 2 white 5”-square card blanks 
 white cardstock  Clearly 

Besotted Everything Changes 
die & stamp set  Clearly 

Beautiful friend

34 www.papercraftmagazines.com

Besotted Beautiful Friend & 
Message Me stamp sets  

Craftwork Cards Alphabet letters 
& numbers stamp sets  Tuxedo 

3 Place the large 
die in the bottom-

right corner of the 
card front and cut. 
Arrange the smaller 
die over the edge of 
the larger aperture and 
cut again. Repeat in the 
top-left corner of the 
card front.

4 Fold the card blank 
and use a pencil to 

draw around the inside 
of the die-cut apertures 
onto the folded cardstock 
underneath.

5 Stamp the leaf cluster 
four times onto the 

card front then adhere the 
coloured leaf clusters over the 
black and white images.

6 Use the pencil outlines inside 
the card blank as a guide for 

stamping four more leaf clusters. 
Adhere the remaining coloured 
leaf clusters in place over the top 
as shown.

7 Mount the blooms using 3D 
foam pads with a little dot 

of glue. Fold the card blank 

Very happy birthday 

and adhere the flowers in place 
through the apertures.

8 Use Tuxedo Black ink to 
stamp the sentiment across 

the centre of the card front and 
second fold of the card blank. 
Use Taupe ink to adorn the card 
front using a tiny flower stamp 
to finish.

Black Memento inkpad  

taupe inkpad  Spectrum Noir 
ColourBlend pencils  Cosmic 
Shimmer PVA glue  Diamond 
& Star Dust Ranger Stickles 
glitter glue  3D foam pads  

manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Use Tuxedo Black to stamp 
the butterfl ies onto white 

cardstock and colour using 
ColourBlend pencils.

2 Die-cut the butterfl ies then 
use sharp scissors to fussy-

cut the white border away 
along the outer black line. 
Snip o�  the antennae.

3 Adhere the card blanks 
together to create a tri-

fold card blank. Position the 
butterfl y dies onto the card 
blank and die-cut.

4 Fold the card blank so 
the die-cut piece is on 

the card front. Use a pencil 
to draw around the edge of 
the die-cut shape on the 
fl ap below.

5 Unfold the card blank and 
use the pencil outlines as a 

guide to stamp the butterfl y 
images using Tuxedo Black ink.

6 Attach 3D foam pads to 
the coloured butterfl ies 

and spread a little glue onto 
each 3D foam pads. Re-fold 
the card blank and position 
the butterfl ies through the 
die-cut apertures to cover the 
stamped image as shown. The 
butterfl y image should now be 
complete with antennae. Erase 
the pencil lines.

7 Stamp the sentiments onto 
the card front and inside 

the card blank. Decorate the 
butterfl ies with a little glitter 
glue and use Taupe ink to 
stamp seven hearts across the 
card front to fi nish.
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You’ll need
�white A4 Sheena 

Stamping Card
�white cardstock
�Crafter’s Companion Gemini 

Create-a-Card Country Fete 
die set
�Crafter’s Companion Lifetime 

of Happiness stamp set
�Milled Lavender, Dusty 

Concord, Dried Marigold, 
Rusty Hinge & Shabby 
Shutters Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Ink
�Abandoned Coral Ranger 

Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Ink
�Jet Black Ranger 

Archival Ink
�ink-blending tool
�Collall Tacky Glue
�paintbrush
�Post-it notes
�scoreboard
�manual die-cutting 

machine

Step by step

1 Score four sheets of 
Sheena Stamping Card 

on the ½” fold A4 score 
line down the long and 
short side. Cut along 
the score lines for eight 
square and eight smaller 
rectangle panels.

2 Blend Dried Marigold then 
Rusty Hinge ink and fi nally 

Abandoned Coral Oxide Ink onto 
one square panel. Stamp the 
sentiment in the centre as shown.

3 Cut and emboss two square 
panels using the Country Fete 

frame in the centre. While the 
panel remains in the die, blend 
Dusty Concord ink on the front 
and Milled Lavender ink to the 
reverse, spreading to the edge of 
the panel. 

4 Adhere the back frame over 
background from Step 1. Take 

Create your happily ever after with the 
enchanting build-a-scene dies from 
Crafter’s Companion

Once upon 
       a time

Angela Blaney

three square panels and position 
a tree and bird house on one and 
a single tree on the other, varying 
the height and position. With 
the dies still in place apply Rusty 
Hinge and Dusty Concord ink 
to the scene, then lightly blend 
Shabby Shutters ink under the 
tree trunks. Trim the panel either 
side of the trees.

5 Position the fence on the 
fi nal square panel and 

mask then lightly blend 
Shabby Shutters ink on the area 
below. Trim either side of the 
fence and extend the line of the 

two horizontal crossbars 
as shown.

6 Use the small rectangle 
panels to cut four grass 

panels. Position the die o� -centre 
to create varying heights. Lightly 
apply Shabby Shutters ink. Cut 
two bunting and with the die still 
in place apply Rusty Hinge, Dried 
Marigold, Abandoned Coral and 
Dusty Concord ink. Use a sti�  
paintbrush to randomly blend 
Rusty Hinge, Abandoned Coral 
and Dried Marigold ink onto the 
rectangle panels and leaves. 
Adhere a selection to the tree 

branches and others around 
the base.

7 Cut two sheets of white 
cardstock 9” long and the 

height of the half fold A4. 
Score at ½” intervals and fold in 
mountain and valley formation 
to form a concertina. Adhere 
the back panel in place with 
the concertina fold wrapping 
to the back of the panel. Work 
forward adhering the reverse 
of each cut panel into each 
valley fold, alternating grass and 
trees. Attach the frame onto the 
concertina fold pieces to fi nish.

Enjoy every moment
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You’ll need
�white A4 Sheena 

Stamping Card
�Crafter’s Companion Gemini 

Create-a-Card Kissing Gate 
die set
�Crafter’s Companion Gemini 

Cake Accessories stamp set
�Milled Lavender, Dusty 

Concord, Dried Marigold, 
Rusty Hinge & Shabby 
Shutters Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Ink
�Abandoned Coral Ranger Tim 

Holtz Distress Oxide Ink
�Jet Black Ranger Archival Ink
�ink-blending tool
�paintbrush
�Collall Tacky Glue & 3D 

glue gel
�Post-it notes
�Crafter’s Companion 

Ultimate Pro
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Score four sheets of stamping 
card on the ½” fold A4 score 

line down the long side and 
short side. Cut along the long 
score line of one piece and fold 
and burnish to form the square 
card blank. Score the front along 
the gatefold A4 line, fold and 

You’ll need
�white A4 Sheena 

Stamping Card
�Crafter’s Companion Gemini 

Create-a-Card Happily Ever 
After die set
�Milled Lavender, Dusty 

Concord, Dried Marigold, 
Rusty Hinge & Shabby 

Shutters Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Ink
�Abandoned Coral 

Ranger Tim Holtz Distress 
Oxide Ink
�Collall Tacky Glue
�Post-it notes
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Score three sheets of 
stamping card on the ½” fold 

A4 score line, down the long 
and short sides. Cut along the 
long score line on one piece 
and along both on the others. 
Fold and burnish the card 
blank and cut and emboss the 
square frame from centrally on 
the card front. 

2 Mask the edges and apply 
Dusty Concord ink to the 

vine stem and branch areas 
and Milled Lavender ink over 
the leaf areas. Cut and emboss 
the rounded vine frame 
centrally inside the card blank, 
mask the edges and apply 
Dusty Concord ink to the vines 
and Shabby Shutters ink along 
the ground level.

3 Lay the square 
panels behind the card 

blank to position the castle 
and carriage dies, building 
height to the picture. Apply 
Dusty Concord ink through 
the carriage die and 
Abandoned Coral ink through 
the castle die. Apply Shabby 
Shutters for the trees. 

4 Apply a light layer of 
Shabby Shutters ink to the 

areas below. Trim each side 
of the castle to form a hill and 
the areas to the sides of the 
carriage straight. Adhere these 
in position behind the rounded 
vine frame as shown.

5 Die-cut, emboss and ink 
through the dies of the 

prince and princess using 
Rusty Hinge ink for the hair 
and Dusty Concord ink for the 
clothes. Trim the cardstock 
close to the base of the fi gures. 
Adhere them in position in 
front of the rounded vine 
aperture as shown.

6 Cut and emboss the rabbit, 
apply a heavy layer of Dried 

Marigold through the die then 
remove the die and apply a 
light layer of the same ink all 
over. Trim close to the card 
base and adhere in position in 
front of the square frame as 
shown.

7 Apply Dried Marigold, Rusty 
Hinge and Abandoned Coral 

ink to the fi nal square panel 
and adhere in place behind the 
castle to fi nish.

Fairytale

Congratulations

burnish. Cut three sheets to 
separate the square panels. 

2 Cut the frame from the 
Kissing Gate die set into the 

centre of one of the separate 
square panels, mask the area 
around the die and apply Milled 
Lavender ink. Cut the church 
on the next panel, then trim the 
cardstock either side so it is level 
with the base of the church and 
two trees on another to stand 
behind the church. Trim the 
areas between and to the sides 
of the trees in a hill shape. For 
each apply Rusty Hinge ink then 
lightly blend Dried Marigold over 
the church. Use a paintbrush to 
create a mottled effect in the 
tree canopy and over the church. 
Apply a light layer of Shabby 
Shutters ink in the area below the 
church and trees.

3 Use the offcut pieces of 
cardstock from Step 1 to 

create two wall pieces, one in 
tones to co-ordinate with the 
church and the other in purple 
tones using Dusty Concord and 
Milled Lavender ink. For each 
wall strongly ink a strip at least 
as wide as the die to form the 
base colour, die-cut a second 
strip with the wall die and lightly 

ink this after removing from the 
die. Adhere this over the stronger 
coloured piece and trim freehand 
to follow the shape of the wall. 
Cut the church coloured wall in 
two and fix to the reverse of the 
church so the ends of the wall 
meet the edges of the panel.

4 Apply Dusty Concord and 
Milled Lavender ink all over 

two square panels. Adhere one to 
the card blank from Step 1 using 
Tacky glue only in the section 

between the open edge and the 
gatefold score line. Use 3D glue 
gel to adhere the layers from 
Step 2 to build dimension and 
the scene with the frame on the 
top. Trim the other panel down 
by ½” and fix to the inside panel 
of the card blank. 

5 Use Jet Black ink to stamp the 
sentiment to the card base 

then use 3D glue gel to fix the 
remaining wall in position to act 
as the easel stopper.
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Horse and 
carriage
You’ll need
�white A4 Sheena 

Stamping Card 
�Crafter’s Companion 

Gemini Create-a-Card 
Enchanted Garden, Kissing 
Gate & Happily Ever After 
die sets
�Crafter’s Companion Gemini 

Brocade embossing folder
�Milled Lavender, Dusty 

Concord, Dried Marigold, 
Rusty Hinge & Shabby 
Shutters Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Ink
�Abandoned Coral Ranger 

Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Ink
�ink-blending tool
�Clear Sparkle Spectrum 

Noir pen
�Collall Tacky Glue
�Post-it notes
�scoreboard
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cut sheets of stamping card 
into panels, each 5½” tall in 

the following lengths: two each 
of 5½” and 1½”, and one each 
of 6¾”, 8”, 9¼”, 10½” and 9½”. 
Take the fi nal 9½x5½” piece and 
score at ½”, 1”, 1½ and 2” from 
each side, leaving a 5” clear 
space in the centre. Score each 
of the rectangular panels at ½” 
on the long side from each side. 
On the short right-hand side of 
each piece score at 1”, 2”, 3½” 
and 4½” just down to the vertical 
½” score, then cut to form two 
1” tabs.

2 Take the longest panel 
and cut and emboss the 

Enchanted Garden outer frame 
in the centre. With the die still 
in place mask a small border to 
each side, around the same size 
as that of the top and bottom 
border. Blend Milled Lavender, 
Dusty Concord and Abandoned 
Coral ink through the die and 
around the frame. Line this 
panel over the scored 9½x5½” 
panel, so the edge of the panel 
between the tabs meet the ½” 
score line on the right-hand side, 
then mark the position of the 
tabs. Use a craft knife to cut two 
narrow slots from the base panel. 
Emboss the two 1½” panels using 
the folder and adhere onto either 
side of the frame, butting up the 
left-hand score line and the right-
hand edge before the tabs.

3 Take the 9¼” long panel and 
die-cut a selection of fl owers. 

Leave the dies in place and blend 
Abandoned Coral and Dried 
Marigold ink, then lightly apply 
Shabby Shutters ink in the space 
below. Mask the two scored areas 
to keep them white and ink. Trim 
the panel around the fl ower dies 
to form a frame. Line this panel 
up to the base from Step 2 but 
at the 1” score line. Continue in 
a similar way for the remaining 
two rectangular panels. Cut the 
carriage from the Happily Ever 
After die set in the 8” panel and 
blend Dusty Concord ink overlaid 
with sparkle pen, then the cut 
the church from the Kissing Gate 
in the 6¾” panel, and ink using 
Rusty Hinge ink.

4 Take the two 5½” square 
panels and create a sunset 

style sky using Abandoned 
Coral, Rusty Hinge and Dried 
Marigold ink on one, then cut a 
hill profi le using the die from the 
Kissing Gate set and blend Milled 
Lavender and Dusty Concord ink. 
Use the o� cut piece to mask a 
section that gives the e� ect of 
layered hills. 

5 Adhere this over the sunset 
and attach to the centre of 

the base panel. Apply glue to the 
½” scored section for each panel 
from steps 2 and 3, starting with 
the smallest and lining each up to 
the previous panel, and attaching 
only on the left-hand side.

Where to buy
The build-a-scene dies and 
other Crafter’s Companion 
products are available from 

www.crafterscompanion.co.uk  

Bonus card 
Find this card on our blog at 

www.papercraftmagazines.com

This card folds completely fl at to post 
– to display, simply insert the tabs into 
the slots to create the dome front

Tip
Top

PRODUCT FOCUS
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Floral Shoppe
Create pretty all-occasion cards for women with 

the beautiful Floral Shoppe collection from Graphic 45
Kirsty Maluga

Happy birthday Smell the flowers

Flowers Garden of life

Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday 
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Happy birthday 
You’ll need
�white 5”-square card blank
�white & green cardstock
�Graphic 45 Floral Shoppe 

8x8” paper pad and 
Journaling & Ephemera Cards
�Elizabeth Craft Designs 

Happy Birthday die
�Martha Stewart Crafts Punch 

Around the Page Swirling 
Lace & Butterfl y punches
�Woodware Leaf punch
�corner-rounder punch
�Kaisercraft Fern Sparklets
�rose stickers
�pink pearls
�paper fl owers
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cover the card front 
with patterned paper. 

Cut a slightly smaller square 
of white cardstock and punch 
around using the Swirling 
Lace punch.

2 Cut a 4” square of green 
patterned paper and round 

each corner. Attach a 2” wide 

Smell the flowers
You’ll need
�white 4x6” card blank
�white, green 

& kraft cardstock
�Graphic 45 Floral Shoppe 

8x8” paper pad and 
Tags & Pockets
�Kaisercraft Pine Sprig die
�Tim Holtz Frameworks 

Honeycomb die
�corner-rounder punch
�paper fl owers
�rose stickers
�pink pearls
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cover the front of the 
card blank with yellow 

patterned paper then round 
the top-right corner.

2 Die-cut the honeycomb 
panel from kraft cardstock 

and attach to the left-hand side 
of the card front.

3 Layer two paper flowers 
onto one another and use 3D 

foam pads to attach to the card 
front along with the die-cut tag 

Flowers
You’ll need
�white 4x6” card blank
�white cardstock
�Graphic 45 Floral Shoppe 8x8” 

patterned paper, Journaling & 
Ephemera Cards and Chipboard 
�docrafts sentiment ribbon bow
�Fern Kaisercraft Sparklets

Step by step

1 Cover the card front with 
patterned paper. Trim an 

ephemera card and attach to the 
card front as shown.

Garden of life
You’ll need
�white 4¾x4½” tent-fold 

card blank  
�white & kraft cardstock
�Graphic 45 Floral Shoppe 

8x8” paper pad & Chipboard 
�Sizzix Bracket die
�docrafts sentiment 

ribbon bow
�pink & white baker’s twine
�corner-rounder punch
�rose stickers
�pink pearls
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cover the card front with 
green stripy paper and round 

the top-right corner.

2 Hand-cut a scalloped 
edge along a strip of pink 

patterned paper and attach 
down the left-hand side of the 
card front.

3 Die-cut the bracket from 
kraft cardstock and attach to 

the card front, then tie a length 
of baker’s twine at the end of 
the bracket and through the 
chipboard tag. Tie a bow from 

as shown. Die-cut the leaves from 
green cardstock and tuck behind 
the flower embellishment.

4 Decorate the design using 
pink pearls to finish.

2 Attach a chipboard frame 
over the sentiment and 

adhere a sentiment ribbon bow 
underneath.

3 Trim corners from a journaling 
card and attach in the top-left 

and bottom-right of the card 
front then attach a Sparklet on 
top of the journaling card corners 
to finish.the twine and adhere the tag to 

the card front as shown.

4 Attach the sentiment ribbon 
bow on the tag and decorate 

with pink pearls and rose stickers 
to fi nish.

Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday 

Raising a decorative-
edged punched 
topper with 3D foam 

pads highlights the design 
as it creates a shadow when 
lifted o�  the page

Tip
Top

strip of pink patterned paper 
down the centre of the panel.

3 Trim the journaling card and 
round each corner. Layer the 

square panel onto the punched 
panel and attach the journaling 
card in the centre as shown.

4 Attach the punched panel 
to the card front using 3D 

foam pads.

5 Punch two leaves from green 
cardstock and attach to three 

paper fl owers as shown. Punch 
a small butterfl y from white 
cardstock and attach the butterfl y 
and fl owers to the card front. 

6 Die-cut the sentiment from 
green cardstock and attach 

to the card front. Add a Sparklet 
to the centre of the fl ower and 
decorate with pink pearls and 
rose stickers to fi nish.

Use the subtle 
patterned paper 
in the collection as 

the background

Tip
Top

Use an ephemera 
card as the focal 
point of your design

Tip
Top
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You make me smile What you love

Get the look

Graphic 45’s Floral Shoppe 
collection is available from 
www.g45papers.com and 

www.charmedcardsandcrafts.co.uk

Celebrate
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as shown, slightly tucked behind 
the baker’s twine.

5 Add the wooden lady 
embellishment on the right-

hand side of the ephemera and 
decorate with pink pearls and a 
rose sticker to finish.

to the card front then adhere the 
sentiment ribbon bow at the top.

4 Punch a butterfly from kraft 
cardstock and adhere to the 

card front then add pink pearls 
and rose stickers to decorate.
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What you love
You’ll need
�white 5x6” card blank
�white & green cardstock
�Graphic 45 Floral Shoppe 

8x8” paper pad and 
Journaling & Ephemera Cards
�Kaisercraft Fern Leaf die
�Studio Calico Lady wooden 

embellishment
�pink & white baker’s twine
�corner-rounder punch
�rose stickers
�pink pearls
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cover the front of the 
card blank with pink 

floral paper then round the 
top-right corner.

2 Cut a 2¼x6” piece of pink 
patterned paper and attach 

in the centre of the card front.

3 Wrap a length of baker’s 
twine around the bottom of 

the ephemera card three times 
and attach at the bottom of the 
card front.

4 Die-cut the large leaf from 
green cardstock and attach 

Celebrate
You’ll need
�white 4½x4” tent-fold 

card blank 
�white, green & kraft cardstock
�Graphic 45 Floral Shoppe 

8x8” patterned paper and Tags 
& Pockets
�Cottage Cutz Celebrate die
�Sizzix Picket Fence die
�Martha Stewart Crafts 

Butterfl y punch
�corner-rounder punch
�docrafts sentiment ribbon bow
�rose stickers
�pink pearls
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cover the front of the card 
blank with pink patterned 

paper. Cut a 4” square of floral 
patterned paper and attach to 
the centre of the card front then 
round the bottom corners.

2 Die-cut the picket fence from 
white cardstock and adhere to 

the card front with the die-cut tag 
behind as shown.

3 Die-cut the sentiment from 
green cardstock and attach 

Floral Shoppe is a 
beautiful collection that 
celebrates all things fl oral! 
This oasis of a collection 
o� ers four di� erent fl oral 
designs in two colour 
palettes. You will love the 
rich greens, bright indigo, 
sunlit yellows, dramatic 
pinks, reds and burgundy. 
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Why not create your 
own unusual shaped 
card blanks? They are 

fun and quirky

Tip
TopAdding a lady 

embellishment adds 
to the feminine charm 

of the Graphic 45 papers

Tip
Top

Adding a simple 
ribbon bow creates 
texture and is the 

perfect fi nishing touch

Tip
Top

You’ll need
�white DL card blank
�white & kraft cardstock
�Graphic 45 Floral Shoppe 

8x8” paper pad
�Kaisercraft Doily Circle die
�Kaisercraft You Make Me Smile 

Word die
�Martha Stewart Crafts 

Butterfl y punch
�circle punch
�rose stickers
�pink pearls
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cut the card blank into a 
banner shape and cover with 

green striped paper. 

2 Die-cut the sentiment from 
kraft cardstock and doily from 

white cardstock. Punch a smaller 
circle from pink patterned paper.

3 Layer the three elements 
together as shown and adhere 

to the card front. 

4 Trim two narrow strips of 
fl oral paper and attach to 

either side of the card front, 
cutting away the excess.

5 Punch a butterfl y from 
white cardstock, decorate 

with pink pearls and attach to the 
right-hand side of the card front 
and add a pearl to the sentiment 
to fi nish.

You make me smile 

The new collection includes 
eight double-sided 
patterned papers, a 12x12” 
collection pack, an 8x8” 
paper pad, co-ordinating 
chipboard, cardstock tags 
and pockets, journaling 
and ephemera cards, 
and decorative 
cardstock stickers.
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Man of the world
The Weathered Wood paper pad from Marianne Design 

is just perfect for stylish masculine makes
Wybrich 

van der Roest

At the beach

Congratulations

Best wishes

Life’s a beach
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At the beach 
You’ll need
�white & kraft cardstock
�Marianne Design Weathered 

Wood paper pad
�Marianne Design Beach 

Sentiments stamp set
�Marianne Design Craftables 

Basic Stitched Passepartout 
Rectangle, Creatables Sea 
Horse & Wooden Signpost 
die sets
�Antique Linen & Black Soot 

Ranger Tim Holtz Distress Ink
�black & white baker’s twine
�black enamel embellishments
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Create a white 15x10cm tent-
fold card blank and cover the 

card front with a slightly smaller 
piece of pale patterned paper.

2 Cut a 14x7cm piece of red 
patterned paper then layer 

a stitched rectangle of pale 
patterned paper on top.

3 Die-cut the signpost from kraft 
cardstock and stamp with 

various sentiments. Tie baker’s 

Congratulations
You’ll need
�white & black cardstock
�Marianne Design Weathered 

Wood paper pad
�Marianne Design Birthday 

Wishes stamp set
�Marianne Design Collectables 

Alphabet XXL & Craftables 
Basics Labels die sets 
�Black Soot Ranger Tim Holtz 

Distress Ink
�black & white baker’s twine
�black enamel embellishment
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Create a white 10.5x15cm tent-
fold card blank and cover with 

patterned paper. 

2 Cut a 5.5x14cm piece of 
patterned paper and layer 

onto a slightly wider piece of 
black cardstock.

3 Die-cut the label from 
patterned paper and white 

cardstock, layer together slightly 
overlapping and tie a length of 
baker’s twine around the top. 

4 Die-cut the letters to spell out 
‘b-day’ from patterned paper 

Life’s a beach
You’ll need
�white, red, dark blue 

& kraft cardstock
�Marianne Design Weathered 

Wood paper pad
�Marianne Design Beach 

Sentiments stamp set
�Marianne Design Creatables 

Compass & Creatables Nautical 
Set die sets
�Black Soot Ranger Tim Holtz 

Distress Ink
�black & white baker’s twine
�black enamel embellishment
�manual die-cutting machine

and black cardstock then adhere 
to the tag, slightly overlapping 
as shown. Attach the tag to the 
card front.

5 Use Black Soot ink to stamp 
the sentiment onto white 

cardstock, trim into a banner 
shape at one side and adhere 
to the bottom of the card 
front. Add a black enamel 
embellishment to finish.

Step by step

1 Create a white 13cm-square tent-
fold card blank. Cut a 12.5cm 

square of grey patterned paper 
and a 12cm square of contrasting 
paper, layer together and attach to 
the card front.

2 Die-cut a red and white buoy, 
a dark blue anchor and a kraft 

and dark blue compass. Assemble 
all the elements and tie the anchor 
to the buoy using baker’s twine.

3 Stamp the sentiment onto kraft 
cardstock, trim into an oval then 

stamp another sentiment onto it. 

4 Adhere the elements onto 
the card front and add black 

enamel embellishments to fi nish.

twine around the post then 
attach to the card front using 
3D foam pads.

4 Die-cut the seahorse from 
kraft cardstock and blend 

Antique Linen ink around the 
edges. Use Black Soot ink to 
stamp another sentiment onto 
the card front and adhere the 
seahorse on the right-hand side.

5 Decorate the card front with 
black enamel embellishments 

and draw an eye for the seahorse 
to fi nish.

Best wishes
You’ll need
�white, kraft, red 

& green cardstock
�gold mirror card
�Marianne Design Weathered 

Wood paper pad
�Marianne Design Birthday 

Wishes stamp set
�Marianne Design Craftables 

Basic Labels and Creatables 
Champagne & Glasses die sets 
�Black Soot Ranger Tim Holtz 

Distress Ink
�black & white baker’s twine
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Create a white 10.5x15cm tent-
fold card blank and cover with 

a slightly smaller piece of brick 
patterned paper. 

2 Cut a 7x14.5cm piece of 
patterned paper, layer onto 

a slightly larger piece of white 
cardstock, tie baker’s twine 
around the top of the panel and 
adhere to the card front.

3 Die-cut a small label from 
kraft and white cardstock. 

Use Black Soot ink to stamp the 

sentiment onto the white label, tie 
both together using twine then 
tie to the panel as shown.

4 Stamp another sentiment 
onto white cardstock, trim 

into a banner shape and adhere 
to the bottom of the card front. 

5 Die-cut the champagne 
bottle from green, red, white 

cardstock and gold mirror card, 
layer together and add to the 
bottom of the card front to finish.
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It’s party time New home

Get the look

The Weathered Wood paper pad and other 
Marianne Design products are available from

www.mariannedesign.nl or 
www.craftsulove.co.uk

Sea shells
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to the left-hand side of the 
card front using 3D foam pads.

3 Trim a 10x9.5cm piece of 
patterned paper and adhere 

to the right-hand side of the 
card front.

4 Die-cut the letters from 
grey patterned paper to 

spell out ‘new home’ and again 
from black cardstock. Adhere 
to the card front slightly 
offsetting as shown. 

5 Die-cut the key ring 
from silver mirror card. 

Attach to the left-hand side 
of the card front and add 
an enamel embellishment 
to finish. 

top of the lamp and attach to the 
card front.

3 Die-cut a kraft signpost, trim 
the top, stamp a sentiment on 

the post and a shell on the offcut. 

4 Die-cut the a kraft fence. 
Die-cut the shells from white 

cardstock and emboss using 
Antique Linen ink. Die-cut the 
starfish from kraft cardstock and 
use the same ink to add dots.

5 Attach the elements to the 
card front as shown. Use Black 

Soot ink to stamp the sentiment 
onto white cardstock, trim into a 
banner shape then adhere to the 
card front. Decorate with enamel 
embellishments to finish.
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New home 
You’ll need
�white & black cardstock
�silver mirror card 
�Marianne Design Weathered 

Wood paper pad
�Marianne Design Collectables 

Alphabet XXL & Creatables 
Key Ring die sets
�black enamel embellishment
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Create a white 15x11cm tent-fold 
card blank. Cover the card front 

with grey patterned paper. 

2 Trim a 4x9.5cm piece of 
patterned paper and attach 

Sea shells
You’ll need
�white, kraft, red 

& pink cardstock
�Marianne Design Weathered 

Wood paper pad
�Marianne Design Beach 

Sentiments stamp set
�Marianne Design Craftables 

Dune Fence, Craftables 
Seashells & Starfi sh, Craftables 
Basic Stitched Passepartout 
Rectangle die set & Creatables 
Hurricane Lamp die sets
�Antique Linen & Black Soot 

Ranger Tim Holtz Distress Ink
�black & white baker’s twine
�cream enamel embellishment
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Create a white 15x10.5cm 
tent-fold card blank. Die-cut a 

stitched rectangle from patterned 
paper and adhere contrasting 
paper behind as shown. Attach to 
the card front.

2 Die-cut the lamp from 
red and pink cardstock and 

inlay the pieces as shown. Tie 
a length of baker’s twine at the 

It’s easy to create makes 
for men with the stylish 
Weather Wood paper pad 
from Marianne Design. With 
32 sheets of A5 papers in 
eight di� erent designs, every 
occasion is covered. Combine 
with stamps and dies to 
celebrate a new home, a 
birthday and a range of other 
special occasions in style.

It’s party time 
You’ll need
�white, kraft & green cardstock
�Marianne Design Weathered 

Wood paper pad
�Marianne Design Birthday 

Wishes stamp set
�Marianne Design Collectables 

White Picket Fence & 
Creatables Sign Post die set 
�Black Soot Ranger Tim Holtz 

Distress Ink
�black & white baker’s twine
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Create a white 10.5x15cm tent-
fold card blank and cover the 

card front with patterned paper. 

2 Cut a 9x13cm piece of light 
patterned paper and layer 

an 8x13cm piece of brick wall 
patterned paper on top. 

3 Die-cut the picket fence 
from patterned paper 

and kraft cardstock and layer 
together, slightly overlapping as 
shown. Die-cut the sign post from 
green and kraft cardstock.

4 Use Black Soot ink to stamp 
the sentiment onto the board 

of the signpost. Attach the 
signpost and picket fence to the 
panel and adhere to the card front.

5 Stamp another sentiment onto 
a strip of patterned paper, 

punch a small hole in the left 
and tie a length of baker’s twine. 
Attach the sentiment panel to the 
bottom of the card front at an 
angle to fi nish.
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Rosie & Bernie
Create adorable birthday and all-occasion cards for loved ones 

with the new Rosie and Bernie designs from Stamping Bella
Tara Cardwell

Best friend everYou’re a treasure

I spy a birthday

Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday 

Never stop exploring
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I spy a birthday
You’ll need
�white cardstock
�Stamping Bella I Spy Rosie 

& Bernie, Bianca Has a Big 
Cake and Little Bits Christmas 
Collection Santa’s Gifts stamps
�Concord & 9th Triple Step 

Hurrah stamp
�Altenew Thick & Thin 

Alphabet stamps
�Stamping Bella I Spy Rosie & 

Bernie & Little Bits Christmas 
Collection Santa’s Gifts dies
�Blueprint Sketch & Picked 

Raspberry Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Oxide Ink
�Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad
�Faber-Castell 

Polychromos Pencils
�Ranger Glossy Accents
�My Favorite Things Mirror 

Block stamp
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Stamp I Spy Rosie and Bernie 
onto white cardstock, colour 

using pencils and cut out with 
the co-ordinating die. Apply 
Glossy Accents to the spy glass 

You’ll need
�white cardstock
�Carta Bella Passport 6x6” 

paper pad
�Stamping Bella Rosie & 

Bernie Love to Explore, Rosie 
& Bernie’s Tower Pisa and 
Rosie & Bernie’s Statue of 
Liberty stamps
�Hero Arts Cowboy 

Adventure stamp
�Stamping Bella Rosie & Bernie 

Love to Explore die
�Copic markers
�Faber-Castell 

Polychromos pencils
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Stamp Rose and Bernie onto 
white cardstock, colour using 

Copic markers and cut out using 
the co-ordinating die.

2 Stamp the Tower of Pisa and 
Statue of Liberty onto white 

cardstock, colour using pencils 
and cut out using scissors, leaving 
a narrow border. 

3 Cut a 15x19cm piece of white 
cardstock and score at 3.5cm, 

You’re a treasure
You’ll need
�watercolour paper
�Stamping Bella Rosie & Bernie 

Under the Sea die and stamp
�circle die
�Lawn Fawn Ahoy Matey 

stamp set
�Picked Raspberry, Fossilized 

Amber & Wild Honey Ranger 
Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Ink
�Steam & Eggplant Ranger Tim 

Holtz Adirondack Alcohol Ink
�VersaMark inkpad
�ink-blending tool
�Winsor & Newton Professional 

Watercolour Paint
�Starry Colours Kuretake Gansai 

Tambi watercolour paint
�White Detail & Black Detail 

Hero Arts embossing powder
�anti-static tool
�heat tool
�heavyweight acetate
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cut a 21x14cm sheet of 
acetate and score at 10.5cm 

to create a tent-fold shape. 
Add drops of alcohol ink on the 

and leave to dry. Stamp a variety 
of presents from the Santa’s Gifts 
set, colour and die-cut.

2 To make the large cake fit the 
card blank, flip the design 

using the mirror stamping 
technique. Stamp the cake 
onto the Mirror Block stamp, 
then stamp the transferred 
image onto cardstock.

3 Colour the cake and cut, 
leaving a narrow white border. 

Trim the right-hand side flat to fit 
the card blank and cut off the girl.

4 Cut a 28.5x14cm piece of white 
cardstock and score at 9.5cm 

and 19cm. Mask the top 12cm and 
blend Blueprint Sketch ink along 
the bottom. Fold the cardstock to 
create the card blank.

5 Adhere the die-cut characters 
to the front panel and stamp ‘I 

spy…’ using thick alphabet letters. 
Adhere the gifts on the central 
panel and the cake on the edge of 
the third panel as shown.

6 Use Picked Raspberry ink 
to stamp the confetti trail 

as shown, then stamp the ‘…a 
birthday’ sentiment across two 
panels to finish.

7cm and 13cm. Mountain fold 
at 3.5cm, valley at 7cm and 
mountain fold again at 13cm. Trim 
strips of patterned paper and 
attach to the front step. 

4 Adhere the stamped elements 
into place as shown. Stamp 

the sentiment onto a strip of 
white cardstock and trim into a 
banner shape. Attach to the card 
front to fi nish.

inside of the acetate and sponge 
the colour around to create an 
underwater look.

2 Use an anti-static tool to dust 
the watercolour paper and use 

VersaMark ink to stamp Rosie and 
Bernie. Heat emboss using Black 
Detail powder.

3 Colour the images using 
watercolour paint, leave to 

dry then use the co-ordinating 
dies to cut out. Use VersaMark 
ink to stamp the sentiment onto 
watercolour paper and heat-
emboss in white, then blend 
Picked Raspberry ink onto the 
panel. Die-cut into a circle.

4 Blend Fossilized Amber and 
Wild Honey ink onto scrap 

watercolour paper to create the 
sea bed then trim to size.

5 Adhere all elements onto the 
card front as shown to fi nish.

If you’ve used a 
colouring medium 
which shows through 

the acetate, die-cut the 
elements again from white 
cardstock and adhere on the 
inside behind the elements

Tip
Top

Mixing colouring 
mediums on a project 
can help to highlight 

the focal image as pencils 
create a softer tone in 
the background

Tip
Top

Best friend ever
You’ll need
�white 13.5cm-square 

card blank
�white, pink & yellow cardstock
�Carta Bella Passport 6x6” 

paper pad
�SugarPea Designs Spots & 

Stripes Brights paper pad
�Reverse Confetti Fun Times 

6x6” paper pad
�Stamping Bella Meet Rosie & 

Bernie die and stamp
�My Favorite Things Anything 

But Basic Friendship stamp set
�Reverse Confetti Diamond 

Stripe Square die
�VersaFine inkpad
�Copic markers
�ZIG 2 Way Glue pen
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Stamp Rosie and Bernie onto 
white cardstock and colour 

Rosie’s face and legs with 
flesh-coloured markers.

2 Stamp Rosie twice onto blue 
globe paper from the Passport 

pad. Cut the whole dress then cut 
just the arms (not the hand) from 

the second image. Layer the dress 
onto the coloured image.

3 Stamp the image again onto 
white cardstock, colour and 

cut out the hand. Layer the hand 
and sleeves onto the main images 
as shown.

4 Stamp the image onto pink 
patterned paper and cut out 

the unicorn. Adhere to the main 
image as shown.

5 Stamp the image onto pink, 
yellow and blue spotted paper. 

Cut the mane from pink, the nose 
and hoofs from yellow and the 
horn from blue paper and adhere 
over the pink layer.

6 Add shading to the nose, hoofs 
and horn using co-ordinating 

Copic markers then leave the panel 
to one side.

7 Die-cut diamond stripe square 
from white cardstock. Trim a 

12cm square of pink cardstock and 
line up the diamond stripe square 
in the centre then die-cut again. 

8 Adhere the die-cuts the card 
blank and add the paper-pieced 

image in the centre as shown. 
Stamp the sentiment onto yellow 
cardstock and attach to the bottom 
of the card front to finish.

Never stop exploring
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Long time no tea When I’m with you

Get the look
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The Rosie and Bernie 
collection is available from 
www.sevenhillscrafts.co.uk

Travel the world
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stamp then attach the stamped 
image to the card front using 3D 
foam pads, avoiding places where 
it crosses the frame.

and cut out using the 
co-ordinating dies.

2 Score and fold an A4 piece 
of white cardstock in half and 

place the largest teapot die on 
top with the lid hanging over the 
fold, then die-cut.

3 Die-cut another teapot from a 
single sheet of blue cardstock 

and blend a little Blueprint Sketch 
ink around the edges. Use a craft 
knife to trim a hole from the 
handle as shown.

4 Adhere the blue layer over 
the folded card blank then 

add the Rosie and Bernie image. 
Stamp the sentiment as shown 
to fi nish.
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Long time no tea
You’ll need
�white & blue cardstock
�Stamping Bella Rosie 

& Bernie Have a Tea Party die 
and stamp
�My Favorite Things Cup of Tea 

stamp set
�Hero Arts Nesting Tea Post 

Infi nity die
�Blueprint Sketch Ranger Tim 

Holtz Distress Oxide Ink
�ink-blending tool
�Copic markers
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Stamp Rosie and Bernie onto 
Copic-friendly cardstock, colour 

When I’m with you
You’ll need
�white 10.5x15cm card blank
�white cardstock
�Stamping Bella Rosie & Bernie 

In Italy die and stamp
�My Favorite Things Anything 

But Basic Friendship stamp set
�Hero Arts Rectangle Infi nity 

die set
�Copic markers
�VersaFine inkpad
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Stamp Rosie and Bernie onto 
Copic-friendly white cardstock, 

colour and cut out using the 
co-ordinating dies.

2 Tape two rectangle dies 
one size apart and set them 

together to create a wider border 
down one of the long sides. Run 
through the die-cutting machine 
three times on white cardstock 
and layer together to create a 
stacked frame. Trim the left-hand 
side and adhere to the card blank.

3 Stamp the sentiments by 
masking or trimming the 

Stamping Bella’s new 
Rosie & Bernie stamps 
are the perfect products 
to design cute cards for 
any occasion. There’s 
a range of scenes to 
choose from including 
travel, tea parties 
and under-the-sea 
adventures – paired with 
the co-ordinating dies 
you have everything 
you need to make fun 
projects that all the 
family will love.

3 Apply Distress Ink onto the 
craft mat and spray with 

water to create a loose pale 
watercolour wash. Use this 
to apply a colour wash to the 
ocean sections of embossed 
panel. Leave to dry.

4 Trim the embossed panel 
to fit the card blank 

and adhere to the front. To 
differentiate the focal image 
from the background add extra 
dimension by stacking plain 
white die-cuts behind the 
main image then attach to the 
card front.

5 Stamp the sentiment onto 
yellow cardstock and add 

a pink matt layer then adhere 
to the bottom of the card front 
to finish.

Travel the world
You’ll need
�white 10.5x15cm card blank
�white, pink 

& yellow cardstock
�watercolour paper
�Daler Rowney Multi 

Media paper
�Stamping Bella Rosie & 

Bernie Plan a Trip die 
and stamp
�Neat & Tangled Origami 

Map stamp
�Echo Park Around the World 

embossing folder
�Mermaid Lagoon Ranger 

Tim Holtz Distress Ink
�Faber-Castell 

Polychromos pencils

Step by step

1 Stamp the Rosie and Bernie 
image onto white cardstock 

and colour using pencils. Cut 
out using the co-ordinating die.

2 Trim a piece of watercolour 
paper to fit the embossing 

folder and run through the 
die-cutting machine, ensuring 
the land is embossed and the 
oceans debossed.

If you don’t want 
to use watercolour 
paper, you can 

achieve a similar look by 
applying ink directly onto 
the embossing folder before 
you run it through the 
die-cutting machine

Tip
Top

Placing two dies 
together to create 
one o� -centre cut is a 

great way to create di� erent 
shaped frames

Tip
Top

Cutting stamps to 
separate sentiments 
is a great way to 

stretch your stash

Tip
Top
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Bon voyage
Let NitWit Collections take you on a journey 
with its fabulous new travel-inspired range

Liz McGuire

On the road againBon voyage

See the world
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On my list
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On my list
You’ll need
�white 10x21cm card blank
�white 160gsm matt 

inkjet paper
�NitWit Collections 

Journal bundle
�3D foam pads
�PC & printer

Step by step

1 Print the two background 
papers and trim them both to 

8.5x9.5cm. Adhere to the card 
front as shown.

Bon voyage
You’ll need
�white 21x10cm tent-fold 

card blank
�white 160gsm matt 

inkjet paper
�NitWit Collections 

Journal bundle
�3D foam pads
�PC & printer

Step by step

1 Print two background papers. 
Trim the spotty paper to 

15.5x9cm and the fancy paper 

2 Print the ‘everywhere’ panel 
plus the ‘London’ and ‘sail 

away’ circles, the flowers and 
three buttons.

3 Fussy-cut the printed 
elements and use 3D foam 

pads to attach to the card front as 
shown to finish.

to 9x4.5cm. Adhere to the card 
front as shown.

2 Print the suitcase, tag, 
fl owers, bow, heart and ‘bon 

voyage’ sentiment. Fussy-cut 
all the images and attach to the 
card front using 3D foam pads.

Travel and adventure-
themed collections 
are great for 

designing cards for men

Tip
Top

Group or overlap 
some of the printed 
elements to make 

more of an impact

Tip
Top

See the world
You’ll need
�white 15cm-square 

card blank
�white 160gsm matt 

inkjet paper
�NitWit Collections 

Journal bundle
�3D foam pads
�PC & printer

Step by step

1 Print three background 
papers. Trim both dotted 

papers to 14x7cm and adhere to 
the card front as shown.

2 Trim the striped paper to 
14x4cm and adhere across the 

centre of the card front.

3 Print the suitcase and plane, 
two clips and the ‘explore’ 

and ‘see the world’ sentiments. 
Carefully trim each image and use 
3D foam pads to attach to the 
card front as shown.

These designs are 
great for cards but 
you can also use them 

to decorate a travel journal

Tip
Top

On the road again
You’ll need
�white 13x17cm tent-fold 

card blank
�white 160gsm matt 

inkjet paper
�NitWit Collections 

Journal bundle
�3D foam pads
�PC & printer

Step by step

1 Print the map paper, 
trim to 12x16cm and adhere to 

the card front. Print the compass 

and notepaper and attach 
on top.

2 Print the ‘scenic route’ panel, 
a flower, heart and bow, 

plus the ‘on the road again’ 
sentiment and fussy-cut each.

3 Use 3D foam pads to attach 
all elements to the card front 

as shown to finish.

Use 3D foam tape 
to adhere larger 
elements

Tip
Top
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Enjoy the journey Places to visit

Get the look

Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday 

The NitWit Collections Journey 
range is available from 

www.nitwitcollections.com

Travel plans
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2 Print the places list, tag, 
vacation sentiment, 

bow and suitcase grouping. 
Carefully fussy-cut the 
elements and attach to the 
card front as shown to finish.

2 Print the boarding pass, 
plane and heart, plus the 

‘you are here’ and ‘enjoy 
the journey’ sentiments and 
carefully fussy-cut each.

3 Use 3D foam pads to attach 
all elements to the card front 

as shown to fi nish.
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Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday  All Occasion  Birthday 

Enjoy the journey
You’ll need
�white 17x13cm card lank
�white 160gsm matt 

inkjet paper
�NitWit Collections 

Journal bundle
�3D foam pads
�PC & printer

Step by step

1 Print the background paper 
and trim to 16x12cm then 

attach to the card front.

Places to visit
You’ll need
�white 15cm-square tent-fold 

card blank
�white 160gsm matt inkjet paper
�NitWit Collections 

Journal bundle
�3D foam pads
�PC & printer

Step by step

1 Print the background paper, trim 
to 15cm-square and adhere to 

the card front.

The new Journey collection 
takes you over land and 
sea and lets you capture all 
that our wonderful world 
has to o� er. This vintage-
inspired digital scrapbook 
and cardmaking kit o� ers 
plenty to capture memories 
of past journeys or plans 
for upcoming adventures! 
The continental background 
papers, labels, journal cards 
and worn suitcases blend 
seamlessly to inspire you to 
make remarkable scrapbook 
layouts, mini albums, cards 
and travel planners.

2 Trim a 13x14cm piece 
of white cardstock then 

print the ‘travel plans’ list and 
adhere to the white panel. 
Attach to the card front using 
adhesive on the left-hand side 
of the panel only.

3 Print the bow, flag and 
hotel label, carefully 

fussy-cut and attach to the 
card front using 3D foam 
pads to finish.

Travel plans
You’ll need
�white 17cm-square card blank
�white 160gsm matt 

inkjet paper
�NitWit Collections 

Journal bundle
�3D foam pads
�PC & printer

Step by step

1 Trim 8x5cm from the front 
of the card blank. Print two 

background papers, trim the 
fancy paper to 7.5x16cm and 
adhere to the card front. Trim 
the striped paper to 16cm square 
and adhere inside the card blank.

To get the best out of 
the images print onto 
good- quality paper

Tip
Top

Remember you can 
resize the images to 
suit your design

Tip
TopTo adhere smaller 

elements, cut 3D 
foam pads in half

Tip
Top
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Cheshire Crafts
For all  your Cardmaking and 

Scrapbooking needs

Probably one of the largest 
ranges of craft materials and 

tools in the North West.

Open Tues-Sat 10am-5pm
Sunday & Mondays closed

Classes available
Please ring for details

The Old Post Offi ce,
School Road,

Wharton,
Winsford
CW7 3EF

Tel: 01606 543 856

www.facebook.com/Cheshire-Crafts-Ltd
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COFFEE BREAK

Enjoy  
the ride
You'll need 
�white DL  

card blank
�blue patterned 

paper
�Pink & Main Hot 

Air Balloons  
stamp set
�VersaMark inkpad
�Nice Ice Blue & Lilac 

Shimmer WOW! 
embossing glitter 
�heat tool
�3D foam pads

Step by step

1 Cover the card front 
with blue patterned 

paper, leaving a narrow 
border as shown. 

2 Use VersaMark ink to 
stamp the negative 

hot-air balloon stamp  
onto white cardstock  
and heat-emboss using 
Nice Ice Blue glitter.

3 Use VersaMark ink  
to stamp the positive  

hot-air balloon stamp and 
heat-emboss using Lilac 
Shimmer glitter.

4 Stamp the sentiment 
onto white cardstock and 

heat-emboss using Nice Ice 
Blue glitter. Trim to size.

5 Use 3D foam pads to 
attach the hot-air balloon 

and sentiment panel to the 
card front to finish.

61www.papercraftmagazines.com

Take time out to create this fun, quick and 
easy all-occasion design for a loved oneJenny Shaw

A crafting  
                    adventure

Where to buy
Search Cheshire Crafts   

on Facebook to see  
more products 
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Don’t be shy! 
Send your crafty creations to: Readers’ Gallery, Papercraft 
Essentials, Practical Publishing, Suite G2 St Christopher House, 
217 Wellington Road South, Stockport SK2 6NG. Don’t forget to 
include your name and address. (*Prizes for UK entrants only)

Free gift for each person 
whose card is featured!*

www.papercraftmagazines.com62

1.  Cheers by Emma Sims via email
2. Can trio by J Hennis from Millom
3. Birthday drinks by Susan Balawajder from Doncaster
4. Happy birthday by Moira Hill from Renfew

We love these reader cards using the 
Bubble & Fizz embossing folder, die 
and stamp set with issue 161!

Your cards

Find more readers’ 
cards and crafty 

inspiration at 
www.facebook.com/
papercraftessentials

1 

3 

4 

2 
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Don’t be shy! 
Send your crafty creations to: Readers’ Gallery, Papercraft 
Essentials, Practical Publishing, Suite G2 St Christopher House, 
217 Wellington Road South, Stockport SK2 6NG. Don’t forget to 
include your name and address. (*Prizes for UK entrants only)

READERS’ GALLERY
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5. Fizz & pop by Sue Cleary via email
6. Man of the moment by Adrene Williams from Ebbw Vale
7. Wine buddies by Patricia Stickley from Cheshire
8. Let’s celebrate by Denise Hogg from Leeds

If you missed out 
on issue 161, you 
can buy a back 
issue from 
www.moremags.com

5 

6 

7 

8 
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The die-cut letterpress 
technique is a versatile 
and fun and way to 

get more from your dies. It’s 
a relatively quick-and-easy 
method to create a card 
that looks professional and 

appears more involved than it 
actually is.

So what exactly is die-cut 
letterpressing? It’s a technique 
where you create your own 
letterpress stamps by layering 

up a few of the same die-
cut, adding ink and then 
embossing into cardstock. 
The number of layers 
required to create a stamp 
that has su�  cient depth to 
letterpress will depend on 

the weight of the cardstock, 
and also which die-cutting or 
embossing machine you use, 
so you’ll need to experiment.

You can achieve anything 
from a clean look to one 

Claire 
Rhodes-Brandon

MASTERCLASS

64 www.papercraftmagazines.com

Die-cut letterpress
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Claire Rhodes-Brandon demonstrates the 
impressive die-cut letterpress technique with 
this range of birthday and all-occasion cards

more distressed and grungy 
depending on the ink and 
dies you use. Dye ink usually 
works best for a neat fi nish 
but all ink gives a di� erent 
result depending on the 
cardstock and die-cuts you 

use. Watercolour card works 
well for this technique as the 
fi bres stretch without tearing.

A fi nal vellum die-cut layer 
to apply your ink to is a great 
way to make your stamps 

reusable. You can wipe them 
clean with a paper towel 
and reuse them many times. 
When using this technique 
for sentiments, remember 
to add the vellum to the 
back of the die-cuts to 

ensure that it reads the right 
way round!

Take a fresh look at your dies 
and see them in a di� erent way 
as you consider the possibilities 
of die-cut letterpressing!

Don’t miss next issue’s masterclass on the 
heat-embossed die-cutting technique

65www.papercraftmagazines.com
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Happy birthday dad 
You’ll need

 white 12.5cm-square card blank  
white & black cardstock  watercolour 
card  Tonic Studios Button & Star Strip 
die set  Lawn Fawn Big Scripty Words 
die  sentiment stamp  Scattered 
Straw, Shabby Shutters & Dried 
Marigold Ranger Tim Holtz Distress Ink 

 Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad  ink-
blending tool  vellum  3D foam pads 

 manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Add an 11.5cm square of black 
cardstock to the card front. 

2 Die-cut three star strips from white 
cardstock and one from vellum then 

adhere all four together. 

3 Blend ink onto the vellum side of the 
stacked die-cut then carefully secure 

the die-cut onto an 11cm square of 
watercolour card and run it through the 
die-cutting machine. Adhere the panel to 
the card front using 3D foam pads. 

4 Die-cut the ‘birthday’ sentiment 
from black cardstock then stamp 

the remaining sentiment onto white 
cardstock and trim to size.

5 Use 3D foam pads to adhere the 
sentiment onto the card front as 

shown to finish.

You’ll need
 Meadow Flowers gift  white 

11x14cm tent-fold card blank 
 white & black cardstock  

watercolour card  Scattered 
Straw Ranger Tim Holtz Distress 
Ink  Onyx Black VersaFine 
inkpad  ink-blending tool 

 vellum  3D foam pads  
manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Blend Scattered Straw Ink to 
the edges of a 10x13cm piece 

of white cardstock then adhere 
to the card front.

2 Create six letterpress 
stamps by die-cutting the 

bee 12 times and layering two 
up six times. 

3 Arrange the bees randomly 
on the embossing mat then 

place a 9.5x12.5cm piece of 
watercolour card over the top 
and run through the die-cutting 
machine to create an embossed 
background as shown. Adhere to 
the card front.

4 Die-cut three bees from 
white cardstock and one 

from vellum and adhere 
all four together. Blend 
Distress Ink onto the vellum 
side then secure onto a 
piece of watercolour card 
and run it through the 
die-cutting machine.

5 Trim the panel to 13x4cm 
then stamp the sentiment 

as shown. Layer onto a larger 
piece of black cardstock 
and adhere to the card 
front to fi nish.

Use your gift to try 
this technique!

Just bee-cause

Create ‘letterpress stamps’ and use 
without ink to make embossed and 
debossed impressions

Tip
Top

66 www.papercraftmagazines.com
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Birthday butterfly
You’ll need

 white 12.5cm-square 
card blank  white & black 
cardstock  watercolour card 

 Tonic Studios Wings & Things 
Mariposa Wings die set  Avery 
Elle Loads of Wishes stamp 
set  Shabby Shutters, Dried 
Marigold & Scattered Straw 
Ranger Tim Holtz Distress Ink 

 Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad 
 ink-blending tool  vellum 
 sequins  3D foam pads  

manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cut an 11.5cm square of black 
cardstock and adhere to the 

card front.

2 Follow the step-by-step guide 
below to create the die-cut 

letterpress panel.

3 Use Onyx Black ink to stamp 
the sentiment at the top of 

the panel then attach to the card 
front as shown.

4 Decorate the designs using 
sequins to fi nish.

1 Die-cut three butterfl ies from cardstock 
and one from vellum then adhere all four 

together. Blend coloured ink onto the vellum 
side of the stacked die-cut. 

2 Carefully secure the ‘letterpress stamp’ 
onto an 11cm square of watercolour card, 

leaving the right-hand edge overlapping 
as shown.

3 Run through the die-cutting machine 
using the embossing mat and plate then 

remove the die to reveal the design.

How to.. . create a die-cut letterpress panel

Where to buy
Tonic Studios die sets are 

available from 
www.craftstash.co.uk  

Where to buy
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Test how many layers you need by hand-cutting a few 
squares, adding ink and embossing – once you have the 
desired e� ect use this combination for your die-cuts

Tip
Top

You’ll need
 white 14.5x11.5cm tent-fold 

card blank  white & black 
cardstock  watercolour card 

 Tonic Studios Square Flourish 
Aperture die set  Card Making 
Magic gift from Simply Cards & 
Papercraft issue 178  Shabby 

Shutters & Dried Marigold 
Ranger Tim Holtz Distress Ink  
Angel Pink Memento inkpad  
Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad  
ink-blending tool  Rosewater 
Tonic Studios Nuvo Jewel Drops 

 vellum  3D foam pads  
manual die-cutting machine

Back issues of 
Simply Cards & Papercraft 

are available from 
www.moremags.com

Step by step

1 Add a 13.5x10.5cm piece 
of black cardstock to the 

card front. 

2 Die-cut three flowers from 
white cardstock and one from 

vellum then adhere all 
four together. 

3 Blend ink onto the vellum side 
of the stacked die-cut then 

carefully secure the die-cut onto 
a 13x10cm piece of watercolour 
card and run it through the die-
cutting machine. Adhere the 
panel to the card front using 3D 
foam pads.

4 Use Onyx Black ink to stamp 
the sentiment onto the panel 

then attach to the card front. 
Decorate by adding a Rosewater 
Jewel Drop to the centre of the 
flower to finish.

Hello

Birthday guitar 
You’ll need

 white 9.5x15.5cm card blank 
 white & black cardstock 
 watercolour card  Tonic 

Studios Rococo Music 
Collection Electric Guitar die 

 Tonic Studios Essentials 
Embellishment Strip die set  
Wplus9 Happy Wishes die set  
Faded Jeans Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Ink  ink-blending tool 

 vellum  Dymo label maker  
3D foam pads  manual 
die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cut an 8x14.5cm piece of 
watercolour card and use the 

Embellishment Strip die to add 
detail along the right-hand edge 
as shown.

2 Die-cut three guitars from 
white cardstock and one from 

vellum and layer them together. 
Blend Distress Ink generously 
onto the vellum side of the 
stacked die-cut to cover the 
whole guitar. 

3 Carefully secure the die-cut 
onto watercolour card and 

run through the die-cutting 

machine. Trim then layer onto 
an 8.5x15cm piece of black 
cardstock.

4 Cut a 3x15cm piece of 
watercolour card and tear 

the long edge. Blend Distress 
Ink then attach behind the 
letterpress topper as shown. 
Add the panel to the card front.

5 Die-cut the sentiment from 
black cardstock and attach, 

then create the ‘birthday’ 
sentiment using the label 
machine and adhere below 
to fi nish.

Bonus card 
Find this card on our blog at 

www.papercraftmagazines.com
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WIN Apple Blossom’s 
Enchanted 
Collection

We have a 
fantastic prize 

worth over

to give away!

£470

 

If you’re looking for your craftily 
ever after then this Apple 
Blossom Enchanted Collection 
prize package from CraftStash 
is going to be your knight in 
shining armour. 

With 10 full sets up for grabs 
including two enchanting themes 
of fairytales and magic, this 

collection is perfect for kids and 
big kids at heart.

Expect a fab magic-inspired set 
which includes a playing card 
sets with punny sentiments such 
as ‘King for a day’ and ‘You’re 
ace!’, a mask with magical 
images, a co-ordinating die set 
and an embossing folder.

There’s also a brilliant fairytale 
set for those who want to create 
their own once-upon-a-time 
scenes. Consisting of a Castle 
Scene stencil complete with a 
castle, unicorn and a rainbow, 
a Dragon & Knights stamp set 
including a fl ame stamp and 
several sentiment stamps, a 
Dragon Outline die and a rather 

dreamy Castle Scene embossing 
folder, it’s the perfect scene 
setter if ever there was one.

For more from 
Apple Blossom products,
visit www.craftstash.co.uk

How to enter
For your chance to win one of these Apple Blossom bear bundles, enter online at 

www.ppjump.co.uk/PE163 by 13th September 2018 

We promise we’ll always keep your data safe and will never share it with or sell it to other companies for marketing purposes. 
Our full privacy policy is available at www.practicalpublishing.co.uk/privacy. Online entries must be received by 13th September 2018. 

The competition is operated by Practical Publishing International Ltd.

For full terms and conditions, see www.practicalpublishing.co.uk/competitions
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Problem solved...
with Sara Davies
We catch up with Sara Davies from Crafter’s 
Companion as she updates us on the latest gossip

It’s lovely to be back for a catch up and it’s 
been another fantastic month for us here at 
CCHQ! Even though we’ve been enjoying this 

fabulous heat wave (and long may it continue!), 
I launched my Winter Wonderland collection on 
Hochanda this month and I’ve been blown away 
by your response! Thank you so much for your 
kind words and positive feedback, I’m already 
loving seeing some of the gorgeous things 
you’ve created using my new range – I know 
just how much crafters love to get organised 
and start their Christmas crafting early! Keep 
your eyes peeled for lots more festive goodness 
to come.
 As well as starting my festive projects, 
I’ve also completely fallen for a new hobby 
– patchwork! The new Build a Block release 
to our Threaders range inspired me to give it 
a go and Oliver and I had great fun working 
on our fi rst 12” patchwork block together. 
It was a great feeling of accomplishment 
when I fi nished my fi rst block and I’m looking 
forward to developing my skills! As well as 
crafting together, me and the boys have also 
been spending lots of time enjoying the lovely 
weather this month, and that’s involved party 
after party, sand pits, paddling pools and lots 
of fun in the sunshine – we’ve had the best 
summer this year!
 To top it all o� , I was very honoured to 
be invited to give the keynote speech at the 
Northumberland College graduation ceremony, 
which was a fabulous event. I hope I inspired 
the new crop of graduates coming through into 
the world of work. 
 That’s all from me for now… until next time, 
happy crafting!

EXPERT ADVICE

If you have a question for Sara, email it to 
victoria.clare@practicalpublishing.co.uk, post it on her 

Facebook wall (SaraDaviesCC) or tweet her 
(@SaraDaviesCC). Alternatively, post them in the dedicated 

‘Ask Sara’ forum – forum.crafterscompanion.co.uk

Problem solved...

Launching my new collection 
on Hochanda
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Alcohol colouring
I’ve seen that you have new 
Spectrum Noir inkpads coming 
out and I can’t wait to try 
them! I’ve always been a little 
confused by which inkpads to 
use for di� erent techniques, so 
which one would I need for 
alcohol colouring?
Barbara Heaton, Bath

Sara says: We’re really excited about our new inkpads! We’ve tried to make our 
inkpad system easy to use as we know that it can be tricky to understand the 
di� erences. Our Finesse inkpads are for stamping images to pick out even the 
smallest, most intricate detail and give you a crisp, clean impression. We’ve created 
two variants to this inkpad, the Water-Proof which has a specially added ‘inhibitor’ 
that will guarantee a smudge-free fi nish with any water-based media, and the 
Alcohol-Proof that is quick drying and guaranteed not to smudge with your alcohol 
markers and inks. The Alcohol-Proof Finesse inkpads, available in a range of four 
colours, are the ones you will need for alcohol colouring.

We’ve also produced the Spectrum Noir Harmony inkpads in a range of co-
ordinating colours. Their special dye formulations dry slowly and react with 
water for a variety of layered and blended e� ects. The 36 archival colours are all 
available separately and we’ve put our favourite combinations into a series of handy 
three-colour sets. Finally, the Spectrum Noir Watermark Clear inkpad will make a 
wonderfully subtle ‘watermarked’ impression on paper and cardstock, perfect for 
background patterns, resist e� ects and heat-embossing.
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Turn over to see Sara’s fab design

Homespun gifts
Do you have any handmade gift ideas for a 
friend who’s sewing mad?
Nicola Wilson, She�  eld

Sara says: Sewing and soft crafts are getting 
more and more popular and I think everyone 
has a sewing-mad friend or two! I’ve been 
loving the Threaders releases on Hochanda, 
especially Sheena’s new fabric stamps. 
They allow you to create your own bespoke 
handmade fabric designs, which gave me a 
great gift idea – why not use them to upcycle 
something for around the home to give as a 
beautiful hand-stamped gift? In your friend’s 
case, perhaps it could be a storage basket 
for wool, or a little case for all her sewing 
tools? These stamps have also been released 
alongside some beautiful masks and stencils, 
allowing you to layer up your designs to your 
heart’s content. They would look beautiful 
layered on thick cardstock as handmade wall 
art, or you could create your own mixed-media 
cover for a sewing journal. Don’t forget a 
handmade card to go alongside your gift – 
these stamps and stencils work just as well for 
papercrafts as they do for mixed media, so you 
can create a co-ordinated card to show your 
friend how much you care. I hope that helps!

Quick and easy Christmas
I’m already thinking about my Christmas cards! Any recommendations for 
products that will make the process super quick and easy?
Sheila Tyldsley, Northumbria

Sara says: I’m really feeling the festive spirit right now, I’ve already made quite 
a few Christmas cards and I’m so excited to see this year’s festive products 
coming through! Of all our new releases so far, I’ve found the 3D embossing 
folders are excellent for making quick cards in a fl ash. As with all of our 3D 
embossing folders, the depth of these designs is at multiple levels to give 
that dimensional e� ect. The fi nished look is so stunning that you needn’t add 
much more to your design to complete your card. These releases are full 5x7” 
backgrounds, in 10 beautifully festive designs which can transform your card 
front with one pass through your die-cutting machine. Ink them, gild them, add 
a ribbon bow and pop on a sentiment. It really is that easy! Enjoy making your 
Christmas cards and please do share your projects with us – we love to see 
your ideas!

Quick and easy Christmas
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Celebrate!
You’ll need
�white Centura Pearl cardstock
�silver cardstock
�white Sheena Stamping Card
�Crafter’s Companion Sara Signature 

Collection Floral Delight 12x12” paper pad
�striped patterned paper
�Crafter’s Companion Gemini Create-

a-Card Dimensionals Cake Concept 
die, Cake Accessories Pack & Cake 
Accessories Stamp set
�Crafter’s Companion Gemini Brocade 

embossing folder
�Jet Black Ranger Archival inkpad
�ribbon
�pearls
�finger lift tape
�Collall Tacky Glue & 3D glue gel
�manual die-cutting machine

1 Cut a 5¾x11” piece of patterned paper. 
Draw a pencil line along the centre and line 

up the cake die then cut. This will create the 
pop-out panel.

4 Die-cut a fancy edge into the top and 
bottom of the pop-out panel then fix to 

the base of a white 6x11½” card blank.  

2 Die-cut the cake from white Centura 
Pearl cardstock and trim it away from the 

cardstock. Cut it from the cake stand and 
emboss using the folder

5 Cut a 5½x5¼” piece of striped patterned 
paper and layer onto a slightly larger 

piece of silver cardstock. Embellish with 
ribbon, pearls, a sentiment and decorative 
die-cut elements as shown then attach to 
the card front.

3 Cut all the decorative elements from 
silver and white cardstock. Stamp the 

sentiments and mount onto silver cardstock 
as shown. Create the banner and add the 
cocktail sticks through the die-cut holes.

6 Use the remaining die-cut elements to 
decorate inside the card blank as shown 

to finish.

72 www.papercraftmagazines.com

Change the colour of 
patterned paper to suit the 
occasion or recipient

Tip
Top
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Intricate &
sentiment dies

www.craftstash.co.uk
or call 0161 327 0035

*O� er valid until 13/09/18 or whilst promotional stocks last. This o� er cannot be used in conjunction with other promotions or 
discount codes. We reserve the right to amend or withdraw this o� er without further notice. CraftStash, Suite G2 St

Christopher House. 217 Wellington Road South, Stockport, SK2 6NG. customer.service@craftstash.co.uk Mon-Fri 9am-4pm

From Sara Davies

Festive embossing 

folders

Card &
paper pads

UK’s No.1 papercraft store

SARA DAVIES WINTER WONDERLAND 
10% OFF! USE CODE SARAXMAS

Festive embossing 

CHRISTMAS
ATCRAF TS TASH
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Subscribe to the UK’s best craft 
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 Free delivery direct to your door

 Save money on every issue
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gift idea
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Subscribe and 
SAVE up to 40% 

this summer

 7 issues for just 
£25.17 SAVE

£16.76

 7 issues for just 
£48.97 SAVE

£20.96

 7 issues for just 

£36.37           SAVE
£19.56

 7 issues for just 
£27.27

 7 issues for just 
£27.27 SAVE

£14.66
SAVE
£14.66

Quilt Now
Britain’s No.1 guide to fabric 
and patchwork

Simply Cards & Papercraft
The No.1 
cardmaking magazine

Die-cutting Essentials
Britain’s No.1 die-cutting and 
embossing magazine

Creative Stamping
The UK’s No.1 
stamping magazine

Crochet Now
The UK’s No.1 magazine for 
crochet patterns

 7 issues for just 
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Knit Now
The UK’s No.1 for 
knitting patterns

 7 issues for just 
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Papercraft Essentials
Britain’s best-selling 
papercraft magazine
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Sew Now
Sewing your style, 
your way

www.moremags.com/cpr9
Call 01858 438899 (quote code: SMMCCPR9)

SAVE UP TO 
40%
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A little thank you
You’ll need
�white cardstock
�Tonic Studios Dimensions 

Rose Petal Gift Bag die set 
�Picked Raspberry, Cracked 

Pistachio & Evergreen 
Bough Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Oxide Ink
�crimson alcohol marker
�ribbon
�pink paper roses
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting 

machine

Step by step

1 Die-cut two bag shapes 
from white cardstock and 

remove the fastener and 
the large base panel from 
one, which will become the 
back. Add the slit to secure 
the fastener to this panel. 
Die-cut four decorative 
panels and add the 
die-cut-detail to two of 
them. Repeat with four 
side panels. 

2 Colour the roses on 
the detailed panels 

using a pink alcohol 
marker; this allows for 
accuracy and neatness in 
defi ning the roses. Blend 
dark green ink all around 
so the whole detailed 
panel is covered, then 
lay it over the back 
panel and ink through 
the roses with pink ink 
as a guide. The back 
panel need not be so 
accurate, so blend pink 
behind the roses and light green 
elsewhere, then adhere together.

3 Once all panels are coloured, 
adhere to the two bag 

Nicky Gilburt creates extra-special gift bags 
using brand-new dies from Tonic Studios

Beautiful 
      bags

Nicky Gilburt

Where to buy
Tonic Studios Dimensions 
Decorative Bag dies are 

available from 
www.craftstash.co.uk

Where to buy

die-cuts as shown. Fold and 
pinch the score lines on the sides 
then add a length of strong 
double-sided tape along each 
join to attach together. 

4 Die-cut four tags and add the 
message to one. Add colour 

as shown, attach together and 
a�  x to the front of the bag. Add 
ribbon and paper roses to fi nish.

It’s much easier to 
a�  x all panels to the 
front, back and sides 

before assembling the bag

Tip
Top
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Get well soon
You’ll need
�white & jade cardstock
�Tonic Studios Dimensions 

Crochet Lace Gift Bag  
die set 
�Cracked Pistachio,  

Tumbled Glass, Salty  
Ocean, Spun Sugar &  
Picked Raspberry Ranger 
Tim Holtz Distress Ink
�ribbon
�gems
�turquoise paper roses
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Die-cut two bag shapes  
from jade cardstock and 

remove the fastener and the 
large base panel from one, 
which will become the back. 
Add the slit to secure the 
fastener to this panel.

2 Die-cut four large and four 
small insert panels, then  

die-cut the crochet lace detail 
into two of each. Blend Distress 
Ink across all the lacy panels 
and, once dry, adhere each one 
to the base bag shape. 

3 Assemble the bag using 
strong double-sided tape 

down the sides and tuck in the 
bottom flap. 

You’ll need
�Bright White, Fuchsia Pink & 

Blossom Pink Tonic Studios 
Craft Perfect cardstock
�Tonic Studios Dimensions 

Rose Petal Gift Bag die set 
�Tonic Studios Mixed Oval 

Layering dies
�large paper rose
�ribbon
�repositionable tape
�mini marshmallows
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Die-cut two bag shapes  
from Blossom Pink cardstock 

and remove the fastener and  
the large base panel from one, 
which will become the back.  
Add the slit to secure the 
fastener to this panel.

2 Die-cut two white decorative 
panels, and two Fuschia Pink 

side panels. Tape one white panel 
centrally over the front pink bag 
base using repositionable tape 
and die-cut an oval aperture 
through both layers together. 

NEW RELEASES

Prepare and 
reinforce any folds 
before decorating 

the bags to ensure a smooth 
and pristine finish

Tip
Top

Set the white panel aside and 
die-cut the rose detail into the 
front, back and sides of the pink 
bag base.

3 Apply a narrow line of 
adhesive round each rose 

panel on the inside and adhere 
the white and pink pieces to 
strengthen the bag.  

4 Using the same die from 
the aperture, create two 

frames as shown and a x round 
the oval. Die-cut two ‘yum’ 
sentiments and mount as shown. 
Adhere the front and back of the 
bag together 

5 Create a tag using the dies 
as shown and tie the top of 

the bag closed with ribbon. Add 
a paper rose and a sealed bag 
of mini marshmallows to finish, 
closing the bag from the bottom.

Yum yum

4 Die-cut a gift tag from 
white cardstock, double-

cut the sentiment and mat 
one over another. Add a 
flower and a pink bow and 
attach to the front. Decorate 
with gems to finish.

When applying 
Distress Ink, don’t 
over-blend colours 

to keep the shades bright

Tip
Top
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BROTHER LAUNCHES  
GAME-CHANGING DESIGN ‘N’ CRAFT 
PRINTER FOR UK CRAFTERS 
Brother has launched their 
new full colour photo 
label printer, set to take 
the UK crafting industry by 
storm with its cutting-edge 
technology.

The Design ‘n’ Craft  
VC-500W will help crafters 
across the country take 
their creative projects 
to the next level, with 

customisation and 
personalisation at the core 
of the new gadget’s design. 

Powered by ZINK®  
Zero-Ink® Printing 
Technology, crafters will 
be able to achieve a high-
quality, professional finish 
on a variety of projects 
- from birthday cards to 
personalised gifts and even 

home décor pieces – all 
without any ink thanks 
to heat-activated colour 
crystals in the label’s paper. 

Unlike one-size-fits-all cut 
sheet rolls, crafters can 
embrace complete creative 
freedom with five different 
width lengths all available 
in Brother’s unique 
continuous roll technology, 

meaning projects of all 
shapes and sizes can be 
tackled with their printer.
 
Starting at 9mm, the  
smaller tapes are ideal for 
finer details, patterns or 
ribbon effects, and the 
larger sizes up to 50mm 
work well when printing full 
colour photos for scrapbook 
or home décor projects. *

Available to buy now  
from amazon.co.uk 

*Widths include 9mm, 12mm, 19mm, 25mm and 50mm
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BROTHER LAUNCHES 
GAME-CHANGING DESIGN ‘N’ CRAFT 
PRINTER FOR UK CRAFTERS 

Not only this, crafters can 
design, edit and print from 
PC, Mac, iOS or Android, via 
USB or Wi-Fi connectivity 
options. 

Using the free Brother 
Color Label Editor app on 
a smartphone or tablet, or 
the P-touch Editor design 
software on a computer, 
users can start creating 

while resting assured 
the printer will integrate 
seamlessly with their 
chosen device. 

The editing software will 
allow crafters to choose 
from and edit hundreds 
of built in backgrounds, 
icons, frames, fi lters and 
fonts, or upload their own 
photos to print almost instantly. photos to print almost instantly. 
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In the 
          meadow
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Kim Dellow uses watercolour paint to showcase 
the versatility of your Meadow Flowers embossing 
folder, die and stampsKim Dellow

Turn to page 97 to see 
next issue’s gift

Birthday bee
You’ll need
�Meadow Flowers gift
�white 13cm-square tent-fold 

card blank
�white & black cardstock
�Creative Dies Plus 

Stitched & Pierced Nesting 
Circles dies
�Jet Black Ranger 

Archival Ink
�teal Memento 

LUXE inkpad
�VersaMark inkpad
�gold embossing powder
�heat tool
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting 

machine

Step by step

1 Apply teal ink to one 
side of the inside of the 

embossing folder then 
emboss a panel of white 
cardstock slightly smaller 
than the card blank. 

2 Adhere the letterpressed 
panel to the card front 

and add a white pierced 
die-cut circle to the centre 
as shown. 

3 Die-cut three bees from 
black cardstock. Swipe 

the bottom half of one 
bee across the VersaMark 
inkpad and heat-emboss 
in gold Adhere the bees 
together with the gold 
bee on top then attach to 
the card front.

4 Use Jet Black ink to 
stamp the sentiment 

onto white cardstock. 
Die-cut into a slightly 
smaller stitched circle 
and attach to the card 
front as shown to fi nish.

Use mild soap and water 
to clean ink o�  the 
embossing folder

Tip
Top

Cover 
card
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Thinking of you
You’ll need
�Meadow Flowers gift
�white 10.5x14.8cm card blank
�white cardstock
�Creative Dies Plus Stitched & 

Pierced Nesting Circles dies
�Jet Black Ranger Archival Ink
�Kuretake Gansai Tambi  

watercolour paint
�paintbrush
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Use watercolour paint to colour a panel 
of white cardstock slightly smaller than 

the card blank. Leave to dry then die-cut 
a circle into the panel. Colour a piece of 
scrap white cardstock and leave to dry.

2 Place the main panel over the card 
front and splatter with paint so it  

goes over the whole surface as shown. 
Leave to dry.

3 Adhere the panel to the card front 
using 3D foam pads. Use Jet Black ink 

to stamp the butterfly and dragonfly onto 
the scrap coloured cardstock, fussy-cut and 
attach to the card front using 3D foam pads.

4 Use Jet Black ink to stamp the sentiment 
onto a piece of white cardstock and die-

cut into a stitched circle. Attach to the card 
front as shown to finish.

USING YOUR GIFT

Birthday wishes
You’ll need
�Meadow Flowers gift
�white 15cm-square tent-fold card blank
�white cardstock
�Jet Black Ranger Archival Ink
�Kuretake Gansai Tambi watercolour paint
�paintbrush
�3D foam pads

Step by step

1 Wipe a wet paintbrush over part of the 
centre of the card blank, add paint to the 

brush and place it on a couple of parts of 
the wet area. 

2 Repeat with another colour but in a 
di�erent section, then repeat with a third 

colour and let the colours run as shown.

3 Leave to dry then splatter paint as 
shown. Leave to dry again then use  

Jet Black ink to stamp the meadow  
flower scene. 

4 Use the same ink to stamp the 
sentiment onto white cardstock, trim  

to size and attach in the bottom-left corner 
of the card front to finish.

The two grass and reed stamps 
can be repeated to create a 
complete meadow scene

Tip
Top

USING YOUR GIFT

If the cardstock curls after being 
painted and dried place it under a 
stack of books overnight to flatten it

Tip
Top
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With love
You’ll need
�Meadow Flowers gift
�white 14.8x10.5cm tent-fold  

card blank
�white cardstock
�Creative Dies Plus Stitched & Pierced 

Nesting Circles dies
�Jet Black Ranger Archival Ink
�teal Memento LUXE inkpad
�Kuretake Gansai Tambi  

watercolour paint
�paintbrush
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Die cut the bee from white cardstock. 
Press the die-cut bee into the teal 

inkpad then place it ink-side down onto 
a panel of white cardstock on top of a 
cutting plate in the die-cutting machine. 

2 Place a piece of scrap paper over the 
top then add the top cutting plate 

and run the paper through the die-
cutting machine as if you were using a 
thin die to cut it with. 

3 Remove the bee and repeat steps 
1 and 2 until you have covered the 

panel with letterpressed bees as shown.

4 Trim the panel to fit the card front 
and add a sentiment tag below as 

shown. Die-cut a white pierced circle 
and adhere over the top.

5 Use watercolour paint to colour a 
piece of white cardstock, leave to 

dry then use Jet Black ink to stamp the 
dragonfly. Fussy-cut and adhere on top 
of the white circle to finish.

Bee happy
You’ll need
�Meadow Flowers gift
�white 10x18cm card blank
�white & black cardstock
�Creative Dies Plus  

Stitched & Pierced Nesting 
Circles dies
�Jet Black Ranger  

Archival Ink
�VersaMark inkpad
�Kuretake Gansai Tambi 

watercolour paint
�gold embossing powder
�heat tool
�paintbrush
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting 

machine

Step by step

1 Die-cut three bees from 
black cardstock. Swipe the 

bottom half of one bee across 

the VersaMark inkpad 
and heat-emboss in gold.

2 Adhere the bees 
together with the  

gold bee on top then 
repeat to create two  
more bees as shown.

3 Swipe the card front 
with watercolour paint 

and add drips and splatters 
of paint as shown. Leave to 
dry then adhere the bees.

4 Use Jet Black ink to 
stamp the sentiment 

onto white cardstock then 
die-cut into a stitched 
circle. Attach to the bottom 
of the card front as shown 
to finish.

Use glue or Stick 
It adhesive sheets 
to stack the bee 

die-cuts together

Tip
Top

If you need to, add a cardstock shim 
to the bee letterpress sandwich in 
the die-cutting machine

Tip
Top
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Thanks
You’ll need
�Meadow Flowers gift
�white 13cm-square  

card blank
�white cardstock
�Jet Black Ranger 

Archival Ink
�Kuretake Gansai Tambi 

watercolour paint
�paintbrush
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting 

machine

Step by step

1 Follow the step-by-
step guide below to 

emboss the bottom 
section of a panel of 
white cardstock.

2 Colour the embossed 
area using paint then 

use a di�erent colour 
for the non-embossed 
section. Add paint 
splatters as shown.

3 Use paint to colour 
a piece of scrap 

white cardstock, leave 
to dry then use Jet 
Black ink to stamp 
the dragonfly and 
butterfly and  
fussy-cut as shown.

4 Adhere the 
part-embossed 

panel to the card 
front and attach 
the butterfly and 
dragonfly using 3D 
foam pads. Stamp 
the sentiment, trim 
to size and attach 
in the bottom-left 
corner to finish.

1 Cut four triangles of white cardstock that 
are the same size and shape as the area  

you want to emboss.
2 Replace one of your usual embossing 

plates with shims, place a piece of 
cardstock in the folder and place the triangles 
over the area you want to emboss.

3 Add the top embossing plate, add or 
remove the shims as needed then pass the 

sandwich through the die-cutting machine.

How to.. . partially emboss a panel

83www.papercraftmagazines.com

USING YOUR GIFT

Let the painted areas of the 
part-embossed panel touch  
so they run into each other

Tip
Top
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Raise 
a glass
Cheers crafter, it’s time to celebrate!

1. Avery Elle Party Pals stamp set £11.34† www.averyelle.com
2. Apple Blossom Celebration Time stamp set £9.99 www.craftstash.co.uk
3. Lori Whitlock Explosion Box Baby Boy Crib SVG fi le £2.26 shop.loriwhitlock.com
4. Apple Blossom Champagne & Wine stamp set £6.99 www.craftstash.co.uk
5. Sparkle by Spectrum Noir Party Time A6 stamp set £4.99 www.crafterscompanion.co.uk
6. Simple Stories Let’s Party 6x6” paper pad £5.95 www.sevenhillscrafts.co.uk
7. Sweet Dixie On Your Wedding Day Sentiments die set £8.49 www.craftsulove.co.uk
8. Fireworks WOW! P remium glitter £3 www.wowembossingpowder.co.uk
9. Stampendous! Fireworks metal stencil £8.30† www.stampendous.com

Get money o�  selected items at 
www.craftstash.co.uk – just enter 
PE16330 at the checkout!* 
Whilst stocks last
O� er ends 13th September 2018

† Price conversion correct at the time of going to press
All prices correct at the time of going to press

We know papercraft is the perfect way to celebrate
any occasion, so when we saw Tracy Evans’s Final 

Word card on page 98, we had to pick our favourite
celebration products!

1

2

5

6

7

8

9

3

4

Get 
30% OFF

this item*

Get 
30% OFF

this item*
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Thank you
You’ll need
�white 15.5cm-square 

card blank
�white, Mint, teal, beige 

& yellow cardstock
�A Tree For All Seasons gift 

from Die-cutting Essentials 
issue 41
�Creative Dies Plus 

Wonky Stitches Stitched 
Borders dies
�Tonic Studios Layered 

Clouds die set
�circle dies
�Altenew Heartfelt 

Sentiments stamp set
�To� ee VersaFine inkpad
�docrafts Papermania 

Burlap Roll 
�3D foam pads
�acrylic glue
�high-tack tape
�manual die-cutting 

machine

Step by step

1 Cut a 13.5cm square of 
blue cardstock, then a 

13.5x7cm piece of Mint 
cardstock and die-cut 
using the Stitched 
Border die as shown. 
Add to the bottom of 
the blue square. 

2 Cut the burlap ribbon 
in half vertically, add 

strips with the frayed 
edge showing to the 
reverse of the blue 
square and add to the 
card front.

3 Die-cut a tree from 
beige cardstock and 

add to the card front. Die-cut 
lots of leaves from Mint and teal 
cardstock and cover the branches 
and the ground as shown.

We show you a sneak peek of the versatile gift 
from the latest issue of Die-cutting Essentials

A tree for all 
      seasons

Claire 
Rhodes-Brandon

4 Die-cut the clouds and a 
sun and add to the card 

front. Use a large circle die to 
cut an aperture from a 14cm 
square of white cardstock and 

add to the card front using 3D 
foam pads. 

5 Stamp the sentiment, trim 
and adhere to the card front 

then add a single leaf to fi nish.

Get your copy of 
Die-cutting Essentials 

issue 41 from 
www.moremags.com 

or www.craftstash.co.uk 

On sale 
16th 

August
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USING YOUR FREE GIFT

You’ll need
�white 11.5x14.5cm card blank
�white, Mint & blue cardstock
�A Tree For All Seasons gift 

from Die-cutting Essentials 
issue 41
�Happy Days gift from 

Die-cutting Essentials issue 26
�Memory Box Cross Stitch 

Frame Border die set 
�Avery Elle Loads of Wishes 

stamp set
�To� ee VersaFine inkpad
�hessian
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Matt and layer a 10.5x13.5cm 
piece of white cardstock 

onto an 11x14cm piece of 
Mint cardstock then affix to 
the card front. 

2 Use the cross stitch die to cut 
a matt from blue cardstock 

then die-cut the tree die into 
the centre. Add hessian on 
the reverse using 3D foam pads.

3 Arrange the completed tree 
as shown and secure to the 

card front. Die-cut ‘happy’ from 
white cardstock and add to card 
front as shown.

4 Stamp the ‘happy birthday’ 
sentiment in Toffee ink, cut 

out the ‘birthday’ and add to the 
card front using 3D foam pads. 
Add a die-cut white bird to finish.

You’ll need
�white 14.5cm-square 

card blank
�white, Mint, green, cream, 

pink & beige cardstock
�A Tree For All Seasons gift 

from Die-cutting Essentials 
issue 41
�Card Making Magic gift from 

Simply Cards & Papercraft 
issue 178
�To� ee VersaFine inkpad
�Creative Dies Plus Wonky 

Stitches Nesting Squares dies
�twine
�Sherbet Shimmer Tonic 

Studios Nuvo Glitter Drops
�3D foam pads
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Die-cut a large white square 
and a smaller Mint square. 

Wrap twine around the 
bottom of the Mint square, 
matt and layer onto the white 
square, then add both to a 
13cm-square piece of beige 
cardstock. Adhere onto the 
card front. 

2 Die-cut the tree die from 
beige cardstock, then snip 

the bottom o�  the trunk to use 
as a plant pot. Ink the edges 
and add to the card front using 
3D foam pads.

3 Add the rest of the tree to 
the card front and tuck the 

stem into the plant pot. Die-cut 
plenty of fl owers and leaves 
and add to the plant as shown.

4 Stamp the sentiment, fussy-
cut and tuck into the plant 

as shown. Add a twine bow and 
a fl ower to the wrapped twine 
and add Glitter Drops to fi nish.Hugs

Happy birthday bird

Back issues of Die-cutting 
Essentials and Simply Cards & 
Papercraft are available from 

www.moremags.com and 
www.craftstash.co.uk

Essentials

SNEAK PEEK
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Order your copy today at www.moremags.com/dce41

Britain’s No.1 die-cutting 
& embossing magazine

●  Brand-new releases from Spellbinders, Crafter’s Companion & more  
● Check out the stunning Hunkydory Twilight Kingdom Christmas release
● Plan a perfect afternoon tea with Cricut ’s gorgeous projects

Also inside:

Our step-by-step guide 
to stu� ing die-cut 

le
 erpre	  cards

Ideal to help you create stu� ing 
a� -occasion cards like these!

Ideal to help you create stu� ing Ideal to help you create stu� ing 

 Get set for Christmas with 
Tonic Studios gift boxes

Our step-by-step guide 
Top 

techniques

ISSUE 41
ON SALE
16th August

 Get set for Christmas with  Get set for Christmas with 

Quality 
39-piece 
A Tree 
for All 
Seasons
die set
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Watercolour  
            wonders
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Distress Oxide Ink is so versatile, we just couldn’t 
resist showcasing this new technique – this time 
we’re concentrating on watercolour backgroundsChristine Smith

When angels  
are near
You’ll need
�Twisted Citron, Fossilized 

Amber, Abandoned Coral, 
Picked Raspberry & Seedless 
Preserves Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Oxide Ink
�Tonic Studios Nuvo Light  

Mist Spray 
�Metro Grey Tonic Studios 

Nuvo inkpad
�Feathers Hobby Art Clear 

stamp set 
�Winsor & Newton ProMarkers 
�white gel pen
�sequins
�Cosmic Shimmer Acrylic Glue 
�3D foam pads
�Tonic Studios Aqua Shimmer 

Glitter Gloss Sparkle pen 
�water spritzer
�manual die-cutting machine
�Tonic Studios Circle  

Layering dies 
�My Favorite Things Vertical 

Stitched Rectangle dies

Step by step

1 Holding the inkpads at 
roughly a 45˚ angle to an  

A5 piece of white cardstock, 
swipe them across in straight 
lines, layering up the colours  
as desired.

2 Using a spray bottle, spray 
water all over the panel – 

this will activate the ink and 
will allow some of the dye to 
separate from the ink. Leave 
to dry.

3 Stamp the feather onto the 
panel using grey ink and die-

cut the panel using a circle die. 
Die-cut two slightly larger circles 
from white cardstock. 

4 Score a line 1” in from the top 
and fold before securing the 

second circle die-cut onto it to 
create a card blank. Trim a small 
section from the reverse of the 
card to help it stand straight up. 

5 Take co-ordinating colours 
of ProMarkers and add 

shading to the stamped images, 
switching between the colours as 
the background changes. 

6 Stamp the sentiment onto 
a stitched rectangle die-cut 

using grey ink, and mount onto 

the card front using 3D  
foam pads. Add faux stitching 
around the circular panel 
using a white gel pen and  
add sequins for extra sparkle 
to finish.
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So happy 
for you
You’ll need
�white cardstock
�Twisted Citron, 

Fossilized Amber, 
Abandoned Coral, 
Picked Raspberry & 
Seedless Preserves 
Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Oxide Ink
�Metro Grey Tonic Studios 

Nuvo inkpad
�Avery Elle Butterfl ies 

stamp set
�Creative Expressions 

non-stick craft sheet
�Tonic Studios Nuvo Light 

Mist Spray 
�grey fi ne-line pen
�sequins
�Tonic Studios Will’s 

Hand Miniature Moments 
Dream die
�vellum
�Ranger Heat It

Craft Tool
�water spritzer
�Cosmic Shimmer 

Acrylic Glue 
�Tonic Studios Aqua 

Shimmer Glitter Gloss 
Sparkle pen 
�scissors 
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Follow the step-by-step 
guide to create a messy inky 

background. Trim the panel 
piece to roughly 14x10cm, 
saving the leftovers.

2 Stamp butterflies onto 
the panel using grey ink, 

leaving space in the centre for 
the sentiment, then layer the 
panel onto the 14.5x10.5cm 
card front.

3 Die-cut ‘dream’ from 
white cardstock and 

vellum, cutting the intricate 
lettering twice from white 
cardstock and stacking 
together, then cutting the 
outside bubble from vellum 
and layering behind. 

4 Stamp ‘So happy for you’ 
onto the offcuts from Step 

1, hand-draw a border using a 
fine-line pen and trim to size. 

5 Add both parts of the 
sentiment to the centre 

of the inky panel. Draw on 
butterfly trails using a fine-line 
pen, add sequins and touches 
of clear sparkle to the die-cut 
word to finish. 

Special day
How to.. . create a wrinkle-free distress panel

1 Squish Oxide Ink onto the 
mat. Spray with water to help 

them bead up on the surface of 
the mat. Add more water for a 
softer look. 

4 Repeat the process, picking 
up more colour onto the 

panel and using light pressure 
to get the small droplet detail. 
Distress Oxide will layer nicely 
due to its opacity. 

2 Press a panel of white 
cardstock into the ink, moving 

it around to create movement 
between the colours. 

5 Flip the panel over to reveal 
the second layer of colour. 

Repeat to cover the panel with 
the inked details. 

3 Lift up the panel to reveal 
your first layer of colour. 

For the best results, dry with a 
heat tool.

6 To make one colour 
stronger, clean the mat and 

repeat the process with a single 
colour – for example on this 
card we added more Twisted 
Citron ink. 

TECHNIQUE
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You’ll need
�white cardstock
�Twisted Citron, Fossilized 

Amber, Abandoned Coral, 
Picked Raspberry & Seedless 
Preserves Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Oxide Ink 
�large round paintbrush 
�Metro Grey Tonic Studios 

Nuvo inkpad
�Neat & Tangled Maple Thanks 

stamp set
�Winsor & Newton ProMarkers 
�grey fi ne-line pen
�Tonic Studios glass 

cutting mat
�white gel pen
�sequins
�vellum
�DYMO Labeller 
�Cosmic Shimmer

Acrylic Glue 
�Tonic Studios Aqua Shimmer 

Glitter Gloss Sparkle pen 
�manual die-cutting machine
�Tonic Studios Will's Hand 

Miniature Moments Enjoy die

Step by step

1 Squish multiple colours of 
Distress Oxide Ink onto the 

glass cutting mat, then using 

You’ll need
�white cardstock
�Twisted Citron, Fossilized 

Amber, Abandoned 
Coral, Picked Raspberry & 
Seedless Preserves Ranger 
Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Ink 
�fl at paintbrush 
�Metro Grey Tonic Studios 

Nuvo inkpad
�Avery Elle Butterfl ies 

stamp set
�grey fi ne-line pen
�sequins
�Tonic Studios glass 

cutting mat
�low-tack tape
�vellum
�DYMO Labeller 
�Cosmic Shimmer 

Acrylic Glue 
�3D foam pads
�Tonic Studios Aqua 

Shimmer Glitter Gloss 
Sparkle pen 
�Sweet Lilac Tonic Studios 

Nuvo Crystal Drops 
�manual die-cutting machine
�Card Making Magic The 

Christina Collection Layered 
Butterfl ies dies

Step by step

1 Tape an A5 piece of 
white cardstock onto 

a glass cutting mat. 
Squish out your desired 
colours of ink directly 
onto the mat next to 
your project.

2 Add water to each 
colour, then use a 

fl at paintbrush to create 
a watercolour wash. 
Start with Twisted Citron 
and work down towards 
Seedless Preserves, making 
sure to clean your brush 
between each colour to get 
a smooth transition between 
colours. Set aside to dry. 

3 Die-cut the ‘cherish’ 
sentiment and butterfl y 

from white cardstock and the 
co-ordinating solid shapes 
from vellum. Layer together. 

4 To add darker tones to the 
card front, stamp the solid 

butterfl y images using grey ink. 
Add hand-drawn butterfl y trails 
using a fi ne-line pen and mount 
the panel onto the front of a 
10.5x14.5cm card blank.

5 Layer the butterfl y and 
sentiment onto the card front. 

Create ‘EVERY DAY’ using the 
label maker and add touches of 
clear Sparkle pen to both. 

6 Add sequins to the card 
front and use Nuvo Crystal 

Drops to create the butterfl y's 
body as shown. 

Cherish every day

TECHNIQUE

a large round paintbrush and 
clean water, create a messy 
watercolour wash towards the 
bottom of a 16cm-square piece 
of white cardstock and allow 
to dry. 

2 Once dry, use a Maple Leaf 
stamp and grey ink to add 

the images, stamping all the 
leaves in the bottom section 
of the panel over the Distress 
Oxide Ink. Cut to measure 
14cm square. 

3 Using co-ordinating colours 
of ProMarkers, add shading 

to the stamped images, 
switching between the colours 
as the background changes. 

4 Edge the leaves with 
grey ProMarker and white 

gel pen to help them stand 
out. Hand-draw faux stitching 
around the edge as shown 
and layer onto a white 
14.5cm-square card blank. 

5 Die-cut ‘enjoy’ from white 
cardstock and vellum and 

layer together on the card front. 
Create the ‘YOUR BIRTHDAY’ 
sentiment and adhere as shown. 
Add a scattering of iridescent 
cup sequins to finish.

Enjoy your birthday
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GIVEAWAYS

£9.99 each

2 Dies by Chloe bundles
These stunning snowflake dies are perfect 
for creating modern and contemporary creations 
this Christmas. We love playing around creating fab 
flurries with this prize package from Dies by Chloe. 
Get creative and craft with partial cut snowflakes 
in corners, borders and details with pops of festive 
hues underneath.

Head to www.chloescreativecards.co.uk for more 
wonderful products

5 Stampin’ Up! 
fl oral packages
If you’re looking for a floral pick-me-up with pops of gorgeous 
colour, this Stampin’ Up! package is a must! There are so many 
florals in this bundle the RHS would be proud – expect vibrant 
orange, yellow, green and hints of blue. There’s also a plain paper 
pad in intense pinky red, orange and yellow, the perfect additions 
for stamping sentiments and putting against this floral fiesta.
For more awesome Stampin’ Up! products, head to 
www.stampinup.com

Fab
Freebies
We’re literally giving stuff away!

For your chance to win one of these prizes, enter online at www.ppjump.co.uk/PE163 by 13th September 2018. 
We promise we’ll always keep your data safe and will never share it with or sell it to other companies for marketing purposes. 

Our full privacy policy is available at www.practicalpublishing.co.uk/privacy
The competition is operated by Practical Publishing International Ltd. For full terms and conditions, see www.practicalpublishing.co.uk/competitions

Try your luck and you could win some 
fabulous crafty goodies in our giveaways!

£427 worth of 
prizes
to be won!

Over

6 Paper Craft 
Home books
Renowned papercut 
product designer and paper 
engineer Sarah Louise 
Matthews has crafted 25 
wonderful designs in the 
fab Paper Craft Home. It 
includes templates for 
the 20-plus designs and 
you will learn essential 
papercraft techniques, 
as well as pop-up cards, 
cake toppers and a rather 
fabulous cuckoo clock.
Visit www.searchpress.com for craft books 
and more

5 pairs of tickets
We have teamed up with the 
organisers of The Creative Craft 
Show to offer five of you a 
pair of tickets to this fantastic 
show, which is taking place at 
Westpoint, Exeter Thursday 
27th – Sunday 30th September 
2018, and will feature over 100 
exhibitors offering the latest 
craft inspiration and advice, 
making it the ultimate crafter’s paradise.

For more info, visit www.ichfevents.co.uk

8 Press Out 
and Decorate 
Flamingos 
& Llamas
With 20 designs, this press-out 
and decorate book creates 
awesome three-dimensional 
ornaments that look great 
by themselves, but when 
threaded together with the 
cacti and pineapples also in 
this super-cute book, they 
create a fab decoration for the 
flamingo and llama lover in 
your life.
For similar titles, head to 
www.nosycrow.com

£20 
per pair

£11
each

£18.25 each

£45
each

£9.99 each
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You’ll need
�white & purple cardstock
�Imagine Design 

Create Cat Paw Prints 
stamp set
�Tangelo & Grape Jelly 

Memento inkpad
�Onyx Black 

VersaFine inkpad
�baker’s twine
�Post-it notes
�3D foam pads

Claire Newcombe’s cat-inspired designs 
are purr-fect for anyone who loves their 
four-legged friends

Feline 
      frenzy

Claire 
Newcombe

Where to buy
The Imagine Design Create Cat 
Paw Prints stamp set and other 

products are available from 
www.imaginedesigncreate.com 

Where to buy

Step by step

1 Cut a 9cm circle and blend 
Tangelo ink onto the bottom 

half. Mask a 3.5cm circle and 
blend Grape Jelly ink onto the 
top half of the circle.

2 Use Tangelo ink to stamp the 
block ‘meow’ onto the bottom 

section of the circle to create a 
brick wall e� ect. Use Onyx Black 
ink to stamp the cat silhouette 
sitting on top of the wall as shown.

3 Layer the circle onto 
a slightly larger circle of 

purple cardstock and attach 
to the right-hand side of 
a 12x10cm piece of white 
cardstock. Trim the excess.

4 Attach the panel to the 
front of a purple 13x10.5cm 

tent-fold card blank. Use Onyx 
Black ink to stamp the sentiment 
onto the card front and add the 
paw prints to fi nish.

Home

Bonus card 
Find this card on our blog at 

www.papercraftmagazines.com

The block text can be used to 
represent bricks in a wall when 
stamped in an o� set pattern

Tip
Top
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Without a cat
You’ll need
�white & green cardstock
�Imagine Design Create Cat Paw 

Prints stamp set
�Tangelo, Pear Tart & Grape Jelly 

Memento inkpad
�Onyx Black VersaFine inkpad
�ink-blending tool
�baker’s twine
�Post-it notes
�3D foam pads

Step by step

1 Cut a 10.5x14cm piece of white cardstock 
and mask a 2cm strip across the width. 

Blend Pear Tart ink into the strip and stamp 
the large paw print using the same ink.

2 Remove then replace the mask to create 
a slightly narrower strip and blend a 

different colour of ink as shown.

3 Remove then replace the mask  
to continue creating coloured strips  

and stamping the paw prints into the  
wider sections. Repeat to cover half of the 
panel as shown.

4 Add detail by repeat-stamping ‘meow’ 
in co-ordinating ink across two of the 

coloured stripes.

5 Layer the panel onto a slightly larger piece 
of white cardstock coloured with Grape 

Jelly ink then attach to the front of a green 
10.5x14cm card blank at an angle as shown. 
Trim the excess.

6 Use Onyx Black ink to stamp the sentiment 
and cat image onto the card front to finish.

Meow
You’ll need
�white & purple cardstock
�Imagine Design Create Paw 

Prints stamp set
�Tangelo, Pear Tart & Grape 

Jelly Memento inkpad
�VersaMark inkpad
�Purple Haze Tonic Studios 

Nuvo embossing powder
�heat tool
�baker’s twine
�3D foam pads

Step by step

1 Cut a 12.5cm square of white 
cardstock and use a pale ink  

to stamp the heart sentiment in 
the centre.

2 Use Tangelo and Pear Tart 
ink to randomly stamp the 

two wool ball images around the 
heart sentiment as shown. Stamp 
a pathway of paw prints using 
Grape Jelly ink.

3 Use VersaMark ink to stamp 
the heart sentiment onto 

a separate piece of white 
cardstock, and heat-emboss 
using Purple Haze powder. 

4 Fussy-cut the heart then 
use 3D foam pads to attach 

to the panel, in line with the 
stamped images as shown.

5 Layer the panel onto slightly 
larger piece of purple 

cardstock and attach to a 13cm 
square card blank to finish.

Quirky, asymmetric lines 
add interest to a clean 
and simple card

Tip
Top

SPOTLIGHT ON
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Cumbria

Isle of Wight

We are an all around papercraft 
shop who specialise in 

Imagination Craft stencils and 
glitter pastes.

Unit 2 � e Stables, Scarrots Lane
Newport, Isle of Wight, PO30 1JD

Tel: 01983 520 03
Opening times 

Monday-Saturday 9:30-16:30

Somerset

SOMER CRAFT ADDIX
For all your paper crafting needs!

WEEKLY WORKSHOPS AND 
CRAFT CLUBS

Woodware • Creative Expressions • 
Crafters Companion • Imagination 

Crafts • Sweet Dixie-various inks and 
much much more!

Now stocking Stylecraft yarns!
Find us on eBay: 

Http://stores.ebay.co.uk/Somer-Craft-Addix

Open: Tues 6.30-9pm 
Wed-Fri 10-4pm • Sat 10-2pm
Unit 6, Rookery Farm, Binegar, 

Radstock BA3 4UL
01749 840567 • 07739 048679

BedfordshireAberdeenshire

Aldridge Crafts
• Chocolate Baroque • PaperArtsy 

• Lavinia Stamps • Stampendous • 
Memory Box • Tonic Studios

• Woodware
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

Order via website or direct via email
(pay by PayPal)

We can provide a postage quote prior
to ordering

www.aldridgecrafts.co.uk
Visit our blog for 100s of ideas & inspiration!

Norfolk

Papercraft Directory

Norfolk

6 The Courtyard,
Station Road, Sheringham

Norfolk, NR26 8RF
Tel: 07884 258659

Supplying the
Sheringham area

with bespoke
papercraft materials for card 

making

Grangemouth

54 Cavendish Street, Barrow in Furness, Cumbria LA14 1PZ
Tel: 01229 820759 • www.crafty-hobbies.co.uk

Bring your creativity to life!

South Cumbria’s number one shop for crafts, 
doll’s houses, and model railways.

Crafty 
Hobbies

Visit our ebay store

http://stores.ebay.co.uk/furness-crafts-and-model-railways

Lancashire

Devon

Great Yarmouth Manchester

Next door to Costa Coffee, 
The Square, Wilbraham Road, 
Chorlton, Manchester, 
M21 9AQ.

Chorlton 
Crafts & Gifts

• Card Making Supplies 
• Knitting Yarns 
• haberdashery 
• cake making supplies
Open: Mon - Sat 9.30am–5.30pm  
Telephone: 07908371301

Shirmart 
Crafts

Whether you are into cardmaking, 
stamping or scrapbooking then look no 

further, we have a HUGE selection of 
craft products so pop in and say hello!

77 High Street, Ilfracombe EX34 9NQ
01271 268353

shirmartcraft@yahoo.co.uk

Durham

 We support all hobbies!
Kids classes, Knitting, Card 
Crafting, Scrapbooking, Crocheting, 
Embroidery, Tapestry work, 
Handmade Gifting, Painting, 
Parchment Crafts and many other.

33 Medomsley Road, 
Consett, DH8 5HE.
Tel: 01207 501469
Email: julacrafts@gmail.com

Jula Cra� s
www.julacrafts.co.uk

Stockists of: Debbi Moore Designs, Spellbinders, 
Marianne Designs, Hunkydory, Crafter’s 

Companion, Woodware,
Pinfl air and lots more!

4/5/6 Frederick Block, Bury Market. BL9 0BJ
Open Wed, Fri & Sat - Tel: 07941484018 

Contact: missfancypants@ntlworld.com 

www.fancypantscardcrafts.co.uk

Card Making and Scrapbooking 
Supplies

We have ranges from - 
Hunkydory, Debbi Moore, 

Pinfl air, Stix 2, Tonic, Crafter's 
Companion, Creative 

Expressions and more.

We stock - card, paper, 
embellishments, ribbon, dies, 
glues & tools and lots more for 

your papercrafting projects.

Tel: 01493 859068

  Find us on facebook

Noble Crafts

Sussex

Crafty

Snippets
IndigoBlu, Marianne Designs, Masks, Crafty 

Individuals, Graphic 45, Tim Holtz, Woodware, 
Tattered Lace, Lavinia Stamps, Creative 
Expressions, Imagination Stencils, Chloe 

stamps and dies, craft kits, paints, 
and so much more!

Shop open 9am - 5pm Mon - Sat.
Classes every other Sat (AM)

Unit 6 Laura House, Jengers Mead
Billingshurst, West Sussex RH14 9NZ

01403 784674
www.craftysnippets.co.uk

We are a small family run business 
specialising in laser cutting!

Ideal for the mixed media artist, 
scrapbooker and card maker.

Find us at 
http://www.madhatterscrafts.com

madhatters laser cut designs

Papercraft, Card Making, 
Rubber Stamping, Altered Art
and Scrapbooking supplies.

Scrapbook crops & Card 
Making Classes held monthly.

See website or visit us instore.

6 Ryland Mews, Lake Street, 
Leighton Buzzard, LU7 1SP

01525 838535
www.loobicrafts.co.uk

Loobi Crafts

Gloucester

MJ Crafts
15 St Aldate Street,
Gloucester GL1 1RP
TEL: 01452 415440
www.mjcrafts.co.uk

Facebook: mjcraftsupplies

Classes and supplies for all your 
papercraft projects
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ONCE UPON A TIME
103 High Street,

Cricklade, Wiltshire,
SN6 6AA

Craft & Gift Store
Rubber Stamping,

Cardmaking, Scrapbooking
and Beading.

Pergamano Stockist 
Gift Vouchers & Workshops 

www.itsonceuponatime.co.uk

01793 759280

WiltshireWashingtonWarwickshire

We stock a wide range of papercra�  
supplies, dies, embellishments, 

accessories and lots more.

Weekly cra�  classes, workshops &
FREE demonstration days. Check our 

website for further information.

0191 447 1919
www.essentialcra� s.co.uk

Use discount code MAG10 
for 10% OFF your order.

Suffolk

Online Only

Spernal Ash Nurseries, Alcester Road
Studley B80 7PD

Tel: 01527 857 111

www.ameliascreativecra� s.co.uk
sales@ameliascreativecra� s.co.uk

www.facebook.com/ameliascreative

Amelia’s Creative Cra� s 
Specialists In card making, 

scrapbooking & Mixed Media

Weekly, Monthly Classes & workshops

www.craftsandcandlelight.co.uk

803 Bramford Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 4DZ
Supplies for Cardmaking, Scrapbooking, Jewellery, Candlemaking and Floristry. 

Workshops for Adults and Youth Groups
Tues 10 - 4,  6.30pm - 9.00pm Wed, Thurs, Fri 10-4, Sat - See website

AMPLE FREE PARKING-Certifi ed Dreamweaver Stencil Tutor
T: 01473 744714        sales@craftsandcandlelight.co.uk

◆ Card-io
◆ Crafters’ Companion

◆ Creative Expressions
◆ DaliArt
◆ Hunkydory

◆ Stampendous
◆ Woodware

Customer
 Loyalty Scheme

Christmas Stock from:

Becka B
  Come to us for all your crafting needs!

www.beckab.co.uk

We stock Tim Holtz, Spellbinders, 
Sizzix, Creative Expressions, 
Lawn Fawn, Vilda, and many more!

We stock Tim Holtz, Spellbinders, 

www.beckab.co.uk

Wales

Pauline at Bizzyfi ngers
Upper Floor, Aberafan Shopping Centre, 

Port Talbot, Wales, SA13 1PB
Tel: 01639 892253

Regular workshops available, 
please call for details.

Bizzyfi ngers
Crafty friends are always welcome

Cardmaking, scrapbooking 
and lots more

Online Only

Wales

Louloupurple, Dolgellau, 
Gwynedd LL40 1RD 

01341 422021

www.louloupurple.co.uk

Quality craft supplies from 
top manufacturers, 

cross stitch, card making, 
craft dies, decoupage, 
mixed media, rubber 

stamps, and much more.

Online Only

To advertise here, call
Jane Bates on
0161 674 9060

Online Only

Online Only

We are the home for all things Spellbinders
Online stockist of Spellbinders dies, stamps, machines and accessories

Pre-order all new Spellbinders items 

We also stock Scrapbook Adhesives by 3L, reliable adhesives 
for all your crafting needs

Free UK P&P • Loyalty Scheme

 www.hopeandchances.co.uk
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Coming next issue in

Stretch your stash for masculine makes

Learn the shape  stamping technique

	Step into 
Christmas

The new festive 
range from Dovecraft

The Hobby House all-occasion cards

96 www.papercraftmagazines.com 

Cute Christmas designs from Stampin’ Up!
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Christmas Memories 
18-piece stamp set & 8 dies

WOW!

Papercraft Essentials (ISSN 1744-8441)
Published by Practical Publishing International Ltd 

Issue 164 on sale 
6th September 2018

Contents & gifts subject to change

Plus 
sentiment 

downloads!

Design magical Christmas 
cards and much more

sentiment 
downloads!

Issue 164 on sale Issue 164 on sale 
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Congratulations
You’ll need
�white 7x5” card blank
�white cardstock
�Creative Expressions 

Sentimentally Yours by 
Phill Martin Congratulations 
Sentiment Cloud stamp
�circle die
�Evergreen Bough, Hickory 

Smoke, Spiced Marmalade 
& Tattered Rose Ranger Tim 
Holtz Distress Oxide Ink
�VersaMark inkpad
�white embossing powder
�Tim Holtz Idea-ology 

Adornments Stars
�anti-static bag
�ink-blending tool
�heat tool
�low-tack tape
�manual die-cutting machine

Step by step

1 Cut a 6½x4½” piece 
of white cardstock and 

wipe over using the anti-static 
bag. Use VersaMark ink to 
stamp the sentiment cloud 
onto the pa nel and heat-
emboss in white.

2 Blend Evergreen Bough 
ink over the right-hand 

side of the embossed image. 
Use separate blending tools 
to blend Spiced Marmalade 
and Hickory Smoke ink 
down the panel. Repeat the 
process using the same ink 
until the entire panel is blended 
as shown.

3 Wipe over the embossed 
sentiment using a damp 

paper towel. The embossed area 
will pop against the background 
and resist the ink. 

4 Spritz the background lightly 
with water, allow the water to 

Congratulate a splendid school-leaver or a great graduate 
with Tracy Evans’s stylish design

Time to 
      celebrate

Tracy Evans

THE FINAL WORD

sit for a for moments then 
dry lightly using a heat tool, 
taking care not to overheat 
the panel.

5 Die-cut a circle into the 
stamped panel. Die-cut fi ve 

same size circles from white 
cardstock and layer together 
to create a stack. Adhere the 

stamped circle on top then 
attach to the panel, taking care 
to align the lettering as shown.

6 Layer the stamped panel onto 
a slightly larger piece of white 

cardstock coloured with Tattered 
Rose ink and adhere to the card 
front. Decorate with Adornments 
Stars to fi nish.

Wipe the anti-static bag across the card 
front before embossing so the powder 
doesn’t stick to any fi nger marks

Tip
Top

Where to buy
The Creative Expressions 

Sentimentally Yours Sentiment 
Cloud stamp is available from 

www.craftstash.co.uk  

Where to buy
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Becka B

Find us at beckab.co.uk

Here at Becka B we aim to bring you all your craft goodies from 
scrapbooking to card making and everything in between. Creating 
beautiful projects is a big passion of ours so we are here to help 

with inspiration, tips and answers to your crafting queries. 
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Use your 3-IN-1 GIFT to create 
beautiful cards for birthdays
and much more

Also inside this issue:
• Brand-new releases from Marianne 

Design, Stamping Bella & many more
• Learn new die-cutting, inking and 

card blank techniques with our expert 
tips and step-by-step guides

• O� -the-page and gift ideas using new 
dies from Tonic Studios

• Shopping inspiration, discount codes 
and sneak peeks of new products 
from CraftStash

projects inside using your 
MEADOW FLOWERS GIFT13
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